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Note& Center Discussion Papers are prelimin3ry materials 
~irculated to stimulate discussion and critical 
comcr.ent. References in publications to Discussion 
P.apers should Le cleared with the Duthor to protcc t 
· the tentative character of these papers. 
--- . 
This paper estimates the coefficients of a Solow type Cobb-Douglas 
function: the regression equation relates real value added to real capital, 
labor and a technological proxy variable, time. The model is applied to 
nineteen productive industries of the social sector of the Yugoslav economy, 
cross classified by five geographic regions. The estimates are to be used in 
two companion pieces that analyze the behavior of entr.rprises and sources of 
growth in Yugoslavia. 
Econometric re5earch of the past decade has made the statistical estima­
lc:::s, not more credible. Much of the discussiontion of production functions 
here is concerned with two issues raised by these writings: simultaneous equa­
tion bias; and the instability of t:he estimates for different samples and esti­
mators. The conclusion is reached that the amount of simultaneous equation ... 
bias present in the estimates is small, and that the estimates are highly stable 
with respect to the .estimators but less stable with respect to the grouping 
basis and time period of the sample. The estimates therr.se lves are judged ·co 
be economically meaningful measures of the c.,bb-Douglas model that is assuned. 
Three econ.,metric inno-,mtions are employed. One is to use the multi­
table method of Yoe 1 Haitovsky to obtain esti~atcs of the capita 1 and labor 
putput elasticities. This is possible because fer 1963 and 1964, cross-section 
data is available for the nineteen industries. The tables are for Yugoslavia, 
but not for the four sub-regio~s. The data groups all firms in each industry 
into twelve cells acccrding to their size; separate tables are published for 
size as measured by fixed assets and by employment. Haitovsky 1 s method uses 
the .capital table. to estimate the capital coefficient and the labor table to 
estimate the labor coefficien~, and then corrects these estimates to remove 
the bias due to mis-specification. 
.. 
Another innovation is to use a "reverse covariance" estimator and 
Haitovsky I s method to demonstrate the unirnport_ance of the simultaneous equation 
bias that arises from a correlation between labor and the stochastic term. A 
"reverse covariance" estimator reverses the table subscripts in Haitovsky 
I s 
method so that the capital table is used to estimate the labor coefficient 
end vice versa. It is an inefficient estimator, but one that is bias-free. 
Its counterpart, the "ordinary covariance" estimator that results from a stan­
dard application of Haitovsky 1 s method, is efficient but subject to bias. A 
collation of the ordinary and reverse covariance estimates reveals that the 
estimates for the capital and labor coefficients are identical for both esti-
. mators for the aggregate economy and "for its largest sub-sector, industry and 
milling. The common capital estimate for both industries is .13, the labor 
estimate is • 89.. It is argued that differences between the estimators for the 
seventeen remaining industries can be explained by sampling variation. The 
conclusion is reached that simultaneous equation bias is not of practical irrw 
p~ance, and therefore, on the basis of efficiency the ordinary coveriance 
19tiroator is deemed best. 
The third innovation is to use the cross-section capital and labor 
estimates as extraneous estimators in the 1952-1%4 time series analysis. r 
This leaves only the coefficient of neutra 1 technica 1 progress to be estimated 
from the time series. To extend the analysis t.o the five regions it is nee• I
essary to assume no regional variability in the capital and labor coefficients, 
thus permitting use of the Yugoslav cross-:section capita 1 and labor coefficients I 
for all regions. Formally, this is not perrnissi~le Statistical tests using i 
data available only for industry and mining indicate that these coefficients 
do differ between resions. However, the differences are less important 
I 
because of the manner in which the maj
ority of the estimates cluster about th
e 
values .13 and .89 mentioned above. T
he_stability and magnitude of the regi
onal 
coefficients of technical progress sup
port the contention that extraneous 
For example, the reiional tecbnical pr
o­
estimators give meaningful results. 
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Although not an innovation, the paper 
does derive and present, in the 
For five regions, for
Appendix, production data not heretofo
re av.ailab le. 
_nineteen industries, for the years 195
2 to 1966, four variables are given: 
employment, total fixed assets, equipme
nt, and value added (social product). 
The last three are in constant 1966 pric
es and therefore benefit from ~he 
The most important new contribution
price rationalizations of the 1965 Refor
m. 
of this data is the creation of constant
 price, regional series on value 
The capital series is
edded for twelve branches of industry a
nd mining. 
unique in that empirically obtained est
imates of length of life for plant and
 
for employn~nt are used as durability w
eights in the manner advocated by 
Haavelmo. 
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GRGJTH AND TECHNIC.\!.. PRtG:::.::.:;s Ii'! L'ffE SOCL',ES'i.' ::::h-iTRPRISE.3 OF YUGOOLAVIA: 
A. COB:!3-DOU31.J\S ANALYSIS U3IKG EXT~'\.~1::::0US I:S'lil!ATORS 
PA.l{'f. I 
PROJLJNS 01" SPECIJICATIG~ ,\t~D ID:'~~:i:7:tCATION 
-lritroduc ti on 
1 - . . 
This paper provides a :form".l l i:;tatistica 1 analysis of the grm·1th of 
real output among the socialist enterp:::-ices of Yui;cs lavia. According to the 
Cobb-Douglas model us(?d, growth is e:>:pluir.zd by thren factors: the mobiliza­
tion of capital and labor, inc.:-e.:isir.6 '!:'=turns ::o scnle nt the industry level, 
and disembodied technic':ll progreas. rempornr.ily., no cognizance_ is given to 
the changing quality of labo:- or cnpitn 1-, to 1::.ot,-ncutr:11 technica 1 progress, 
or to structura 1 shifts between the brn:1ch,ls of the soc fo 1 sector. . The ob jec­
ti~e is to se~ hC1;-1 succesofully a statistical a~1alysis of inputs and outputs 
can' explain differer.ces in cut put between regionn, between industries, and 
overtime. Attention is .:cstdct~cl to tht:? tir,,3 period between the establishment· 
. ·of the .New Economic Policy in 1952 and ::he Reform of 1%5. Since this paper 
serves as a foundation for more econo~dc and policy-oriented works under pre­
paration., concentrat5.cn ccn;,:ers on the statistical methcdology and results 
.r-: :>~ _· 
rather than their cc onordc intP.rpre t:1 t:. on.' 
Already we can irn'.lginc ,'.l i::cowl i:-cm cconorret,:ici::1:r·.:.:;, and a yawn from 
development economisti::. A quick stm.:r:rcy of tno m.1jcr p.:-cbtems and our proposed 
solution is necessa;:-y to relax these ccu!!LC:)nn'::E:S ar.d p,:-cs~rve readers. 
¾-101:k is cutrently um!er W:1!' on t~·~o c~:r.p:~L1ion pieces. The first is a 
Denis on type analysis of ~he. detcnni r. ::,,l:s of c.gs'.i..·cc.:i i:e :rro~-1i:h for a 11 sect ors. 
Since wages :.ind p-:_·icc'J c.::mot b.~ r•" li.ccl ur,on to re fleet r.nrgina 1 products, 
the .productiviti8s ·a~rivcci in this :,aper m:c c c-::-ucial input. The second is 
a theoretical and er.!?iric'!l r.:ic:;:-o,,:K1ly~ic of eatci:pri!:'cs behavior. How has 
the system of Work~.:-::. t!ar~.1gc □~r:.t :::c;1tr:!.butcd to th~ r~1pid growth of the 
Yugoslav economy? Again, this p~p::!:.:: p1:ovid~G the foundatio:i for the analysis .. 
-s-
Only a very brief search of the literature is needed to find eminently 
qualified critics of statistical production functions. Professor Edm
und Malin­
vaud_ writes; 
••• the calculated regression is not a satisfactory estimate of the 
production function. It constitutes a purely artificial relation 
which depends on the correlations among the ••• error terms ••• just a
s 
much as on and Statistical Methods of Econometrics (Chica
go: 
Rand McNally, 1966), p. 519. 
or, Profess or Murray Brown: 
The impossibility of identifying the estimates because of 
multicollinearity when using cross-section data has been touched o
n, 
with the conclusion that cross-section data is useless except for 
very limited purposes in the present context. However, there is 
also an identification problem because of multi-collinearity us::i_nc 
On the Theory and ·Measurement of Technologicalth:.-e-series data. 
126.Change (Cambridge: Cambridge .University Press, 1966), p. 
or finally, Sir John R. Hicks: 
I cannot myself perceive that there is any economic sense in 
It is futile to erec::such a physica 1 measure of the capita 1 stock. 
great edifices of theory, and of econometrics, upon it. The estim
a­
tion of production functions-··involving a distinction between accu
mula• 
tion of capital (in some such sense as this) and technical progres
s 
(residual technical progress)--seems therefore to me to be a vain 
endeavor. "The Measurement of Capital," a paper delivered at the 
International Statistical° Conference, London, Summer of 1969, p. 1
1. 
These criticisms are selected not only because of the.excel lent er
e• 
dentials of the authors but also because they describe the three p
roblem areas 
that are most relevant to this study: (1) lack of identification due
 to 
simultaneous equation bias; (2) or to multi-collinearity; and (3)
 difficulties 
in the definition and estimation of the capital stoclc. 
The greatest hurdle in making production function estimates credib
le 
to econometricians is the lack of identification due to simultaneous e
quation . 
One tour de force that can be performed is to incorporate simultan
eous
bias. 
equation bias into one's theory thereby making it an effect we wis
h to measure 
Granted the purpose of our estimates, i'lstitutiona 1rather than a "bias." 
realities in Yugoslavia make it possible, even essentia 1, to· incorp
orate cer­
tain mechanisms of resource allocation into the aggregate parameters. 
Speci-
-~ ..~.-: -~. 
__fically, the distribution of management ability and the intra-industry
 invest­
ment allocation mechanism are effects which are built into our esti
mates of the 
Effects of t~is type that are inc~uded in ourcepital and labor coefficients. 
estimates of the coefficients are consequently excluded from the m
easure of 
The rationale _for not including management and investmenttechnical progress. 
effects under the technical progress rubric are expl~ined later in
 this section. 
Even if the reader agrees to go along with us and like some of the 
.things which cannot be changed, the problem of correcting what isn
I t liked re• 
mains: A mode 1 and an estimator are needed that will eliminate the
 unwanted 
,portion of the bias. Our approach is to first specify a model whi
ch is appro­
priate to the Yugoslav economy, and define six different statistica
l estima­
tors of the parameters of the model. Next, on a_priori grounds the
se six esti-
mators are_ crudely ranl~ed in two ways: accordin~ to the possible b
iases that 
might affect them; and according to· their expected efficiency. Fin
ally, after 
the estimates are computed, select the most bias free estimator that m
eets a 
minimum efficiency standard. Anticipating the conclusion, the esti
mator which 
ranks highest (under a favored assumption it is completely bias fre
e) and 
the estimator which ranks lowest on our bias scale but.has rn,:ncimum
 efficiency, 
give nearly identical results for aggregate sectors. Con_sequent ly
, we cone lude 
that simultaneous equation bias is not an important problem with th
e model 
used, and that considerations of efficiency may be allowed to deter
mine the 
He will treat the other two problems of productionbest overall estimator. 
-function estimation more briefly since, with respect to multi-col
linearity, 
£there is not much that can be said, and wi_th respect to the capit
al stocl~ a 
7 ~ore detailed disucssion is given in the Appendix. 
'I 
.. : In ~ __properly s~eci_f_ied model, the deleterious effects of 1:1ulti-collin• 
. ,,. .-. 
earity reveal themselves in· l;-~ge standard errors for the coefficients. 
2 
How-
ever, Brcmn1 s concern (and that of the myriad scholars he cites)
3 is that the 
true values of capital, labor and output prescribed by our theory are so highly 
correlated.in the data sample that the parameter estimates are really b
eing 
fitted to perturbations in the data arising from short run disequilibria
, mono­
Not bei~g able to observe short run dis­poly imperfections, and so forth. 
equilibria, monopoly imperfections and similar phenomena, no real test 
of this 
We would expect, hooever, that if the estimates ,;-1ereassertion is possible. 
princ:Lpa lly determined py such perturbations, the paraw.eter estimates for dif• 
· ferent, independent, cross-section samples ,;-,ould be highly unstable. H
e do 
not feel our estimates shm·1 this degree of instability, but the reader may 
~eserve judgment until the estimates are presented. There is no quest
ion but 
For example, from the Employmentthat multi-collinearity in the data is high. 
. grouping in Table 2, the ·capital-labor correlation is • S36, the capita
l•output 
.9911 and l~·output ..,,,.- ., .., . These high correlations are typical of thec•ac. 4 
cross•~<;ction data and yet they do not cause destructive increa.se.s in the stan• 
dard errors of the coefficients. Another statistic from Table 2 suggests the 
reason fm: this: while multi-collinearity is large, so too is the range of 
the capital-labor ratio (from a minimum value of 1.2 to a maximum of 5.2). 
' -~211.Thus the standard errors should give ample warning of the imprecision 
etteel,ing to the estimates of the separate effects of Xz and x3 , when the two 
variables are highly correlated
11 J. Johnston, Econometric Methods (New York: 
McGrtiw Bill, 1%0), p. 20L:-. 
3Brcwn, .22,. ill•, P• 37 n• 
4The tr~asure presented is computed from unweighted, per- firm data fen: 
the twelve size categories. 
This great range of the ratio of the independent variables provides adequate__ 
information for the ·estimation of stati_stically :signi.ficant coefficients. ,0 --
- 0 • • 
.... .L =• < -
:._Hopefully, the range is also sufficient to overcome ~he distor_ti113: 
e_ffects of any systematic perturbations of the type_ ment_ione_d _by Brown. Like 
t_he c_ross-section data, the time-series also exhibits high multi-collinearity. 
In this case, however, the range is much smal;er, and consequent_ly we J>lace__ _ 
as little emphasis as possible on the use of time-series to unscramble the_ 
competing effects of capital and labor. 
While identification is the statistical hurdle most prominently hindering 
creditable estimates, the theoretica' 1 problem of greatest difficulty is how to 
-measure capital's _contribution to procluctiori. It is this diffi_c_ulty that leads 
Professor Hicks to question the validity of any attempt to production function 
e~timation similar to the type we propose. - The more d~ta_iled questions of 
Atdeflation and measurements of capita 1 stock are re le~ated to Appendix C • 
~h!,s_ poi·nt we are only concerned with the· lilore overriding questio.n of -whether 
or not theoretical problems in the definition of capital and in the contribu• 
tion of capital to production make it a "vain end~avo_r to construct stati._stical 
production functions. 11 In a _recent review of this _literature,_ Isra_el M._ Kerz• 
ner5 convincin3ly concludes that whether capital is to _be treated as a flow 
of services or as a stock of goods whose ve_ry existence contributes . to ~roduc• 
ticn with no diminishment of the stock's capab:!,lity, depends on the time period 
of the analysis. Where the relevant time period is· the planning horizon of 
the firm, all inputs must be considered variable so-that a flow appronch is 
the proper one. On the other hand, as we consider shorter and shorter time 
periods, _more variables become fixed for the purpose of analysis and it 





becomes appropriate to treat them as a stock which contributes to production 
6Dimply by its presence. This latter approach is espoused by Trygve Haavelmo 
and adopted by us. In adopting the position that capital contributes to pro­
duction simply by its presence rather than by providine a stream of services, 
we subject ourselves to Kerzner's criticism of _this approach. Essen~ially it 
is that we neglect the question of multi-period planning which both generates 
·the capital stock at the beg;inning of the year and ·which receives it at the 
termination of each year. 
One of the principal difficulties in the Haavelmo model is the necessity 
of 'adjusting for differing durabilities of capital ~oods, a problem which is 
discussed in the capital stock Appendix C. It will suffice here to mention 
that we make no such attempt at adjustment in the cross-section data and con­
i 
sequently make the implicit assumption that the durability mix for the capital 
stock of firms in different size categories is all equal. In the time series 
data we make an explicit adjustment for the varying durabilities of equipment 
as opposed to structures. 
Buttressed hy these comments,· we hope the reader will hold his skepticism 
in abeyance while the model and its statistical estimators are discussed in 
detail. Those more interested in results than method may skip the following 
section without great loss. 
pata, Model, and Estimators 
It is assumed that the real output of the enterprise depends on five 
inputs, three measureable and two not measureable: the former are the input 
of labor in man years, the input of capital ·goods measured in constant price 
6
A study in the Theory of Investment (Chicago: Univers1.ty of C~icago 
Pi:ess, 1960). 
. -· 
dollars (and adjusted for differing durabilities), and intermediate inp
uts; : 
the latter are the skill of management in combining the product
ive factors, and 
the state of technological knowledge. A visual introduction to these va
ri­
ables is given in equation {1.1) where Y, L, Kand G denote the quantitati
vely 
observable variables--output, labor, capital and intermediate g
oods; .and Mand 
T represent the non-observable variables_--roanagement and technolog
y. This 
overly abstract statement is intended to serve only as a peg for discussin
g 
some of the more general problems of production function estimatio
n. 
(1.1) Y = f(K,L,G: 11,T) 
-
Our first problem is aggregation. We begin_ with a description of the 
data generated by the disaggregate ~irm and discuss, step by step, th
e aggre­
gations made by ourselves and the Federal Statistical Bureau of
 Yugoslavia 
~ .,
(SZS ). This somewhat round-about process serves to- emphasize that t
he under-
. lying data collection is done on an exhaustive basis covering all firms e
ach 
year., Although the published variables and aggregates vary from year t
o year, 
At times we are forced tothey are generated by the same ceµsal process. 
splice together various series because the data- for the _entire population is .­
not published annually. The underlying continuity of the censal process
 is 
il_llPortant since it means we do not have ·such serious problems i
n comparing 
data from different time period~ and different sectors as we would h
ave if 
What we havethey were generated by differing sets of survey-s and samples. 
are various windows looking into the population of firms, the windows c
hange 
their location through time, but they alw~ys continue to observe the co
mplete 
population of firms without distortion. 
___ . Since 19_58, individual firm data covering a multitude of va
riables in-
cluding K.,_ K _apd G are available to the SZS on an annual basis •. For a few
 
--- --·-- --·--- --- -, ··•----· ---·-
?~'"'--T~,. . . --•----
--··--
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years this data is also available outside of Yugoslavia and can serve as the
 
basis for making a completely disaggregate study. For reasons .of cost and 
availability, our study does not utilize such data but instead relies on pub
­
licly available aggregates. The aggregation of firms into industries is an 
obvious fir~t step. In this direction it is possible to obtain much of our 
data for a 41-sector breakdown of the economy. However, even this level of 
aggregation is too burdensome. 
Table 1 describes how we aggregate the nine basic sectors of the economy 
into six, and how the twenty-two branches of industry and of mininc are aggr
e­
gated into t:we lve. This aggregation of firms into industries is not as dest
ruc­
tive to information as it might appear since after 1962 we have available 
The cross-section data, des­cross-sectional data on each of the industries. 
ci-ibed in more detai 1 be low, groups firms in each industry according to thei
r 
size so that our aggregation ultimately produces the observable variables of 
(1.1) for each of nin'1teen industries (two aggregates and seventeen in.dependent
 
branches) cross-classified by 12 size categories. In the dimensi_ons of r;eo-
. 7·
graphy, we use a 5-re8ion aggregate. With respect to the temporal unit, al
-
though some of the data is available on a monthly basis, we are not sufficie
ntly 
interested in short-term dynamics to attempt to utilize this information: t
he 
In summary, the first step in simplifyingbasic unit of analysis is the year. 
the data is to aggregate into lS' industria 1 branches, 12 size. categories, 5 
re8ions, and all in all, some 15 years. Obvious-ly, this still leaves us wit
h 
a need for much further simplification. 
7 
(1) Yugoslavia; (2) North (Slovenia, Croatia and Vojvodina); (3) South 
(Bosnia and Hercegovina, Montenegro, Macedonia, Serbia proper, the Kosiret); 
(4) Serbia proper; (5) South less Serbia proper. 
- The ·greatest contribution to data simplicity, and
 the greatest loss to 
information occurs because the cross-section data 
does not become publicly 
available unti 1 1962. · At the t_ime of this writing
, a time series of the cross­
section data by our nineteen sectors is available 
for 1962 through 1966. How­
1963 and 1964.
ever, we wi 11 only be concerned with two years of this data:
· 
The year 1962 was one of mini-recessions and the e
xistence of excess capacity 
in.in.any plants makes it ill-suited for supply anal
ysis. The years 1965 and 
1966 are beyond our temporal. focus and, particularl
y in the later years also 
suffer from the fact that severe cut-backs in the 
rate of growth and transition 
problems associated with the reform of 1965 again 
cauae low capacity and labor 
iit:Llization to distort production relationships. 
A pilot study described below 
shows that the incorporation of years subsequent to
 1964 does not improve the 
estimates. The lack of availability of size-class
ified data further reatricts 
Only for the sector industry and· our- attent~on to Yugos l.avia as a whole. 
mining is data available by size category and by re
publics. This breakdown 
for industry and mining doe~ enable us to make tria
l tests of parameter stability 
over regions, but an extensive analysis of stabi ltty for
 a 11 sectors is not 
possible• 
.. -·- Wha·t we are left with by these aggregation
s and data black-out are 
-three basic sets of data: first, time-series data f
or the years 1952 to 1966 
according to 19 economic sectors and 5 regions; se
cond, for the 19 sectors, 
'for Yugoslavia only, for the years 1963 and 1~6l} we hav
e cross-section data 
where· the cross-section groupine is according to t
he size of the firm with. 12 
-levels being pre~ented; third, for industry and mining 
alone, for 1S63 and 
1964, and also for 1965 through 1967 the sa~ afore
mentioned cross-section 




AGGREGATIO~ OF P~ODUCTIVE SOCIAL SECTOR ACTIVITIES: 
ECONOMIC GROWTH CENTER AND RELATED TWO-DIGIT 
'YUGOSLAV CLASSIFICATIONS 
EGC 
000 Total Productive Sector 
001 Industry & Mining 
002 Agriculture & Fishing 
003 Construction 
004 Transport &Communications 
005 Handcraft 
006 Other (Forestry, Trade, and Util~ties) 
INDUSTRY AND MINING 
111 Electricity 
112 ,: Coal and Coal Mining 
113 Food, Drink, · Tobacco 
··-. 114 Textiles and Clothing 
115 · Timber and Furniture 
116 Paper Printing and Publishing 
117 Leather, Rubber and Footwear 
118 Stone, Clay and Glass 
119 Chemicals and Petroleum 
120 Metal Using ' 









003, 006, 008 
111 
112 






113, 120 . 
117, 119 
114, 115 
·122 Miscellaneous 118, 130, 131, 132 
...•.·. 
' ' 
10 /, -~ -~ 
We initially focus attention on the terminal years 196
3 and 1964 where 
the best data is available, analyze this period in de
tail, then use the re­
sults obtained from this benchmark to investigate the ti
me path which brought 
the economy to this terminal point. A crucial step in the statistical analysis 
is to use the output elasticities obtained from the 1963-64
 cross-section 
analysis as extraneous estimators for our analysis of te
chnological change 
in the broader 1952 to 1962 period. 
Equation (1.1), postulates a relationship between gross
 output and a 
set of inputs which include intermediate products. A 
significant simplifica­
tion of the analysis is achieved by deleting intermediate pro
ducts from the in­
_puts and relating value added to cap_ita 1, labor, and th
e non-observable 
Table 1 presents evidence that suggests this constrict
ion of the
variables. 
analys,is does·not have any serious effects on our app
raisal of the sources of 
... 
This table presents for the total economy (social plus
 private sectors),
· growth.. 
the social sector, and industry and mining, the ratio of in
termediate products 
For each of these three sectors of the economy,consumed to value added. 
but particularly for· the first two, the change in. this ratio be
tween 1962 and 
1964 is unimportant. In a more practical vein, although
 we do have current 
p)'.'ice time series data on intermediate goods (the vari
able G)~ no deflated 
series are currently available and the possible gain from cre
ating such a 
series does not seem to be worth the work required. 
The question of whether or not to include intermediate
 goods also 
arises in our analysis of the cross-section data. Sinc
e we mean to use this 
data to obtain extraneous estimators of output elastici
ties, there is the possi~ 
bility that the omission of intermediate goods from the pro
duction relation­
ship will be a mis-specification of the true model and cons
equently lead to 
----
,,:·.,.· 
'. . -~ . :, ; ~ 
TABL~ :2 
RATIO OF MATERIAL EXPENDITURE TO VALUE A.ODED 
(SOCIAU PRODUCT)* . 
SECTOR 1952 1959 
Total Econ':my .95 1.0.5 
.95 · 1.05Social Sector 
___ 73, 
Industry and Mining · 1.15 










biased estimates of the cap it~ 1 and labor output coefficients. Wh
en using 
value added as a dependent variable, the. inclusion of intermediate good
s as an 
independent variable implies that these goods can be substituted fo
r either 
capital or labor to obtain increases in value added.v
" To our knowledge no 
empirical evidence on this question is available. In the Yugoslav 
crDss-section 
data there is a tendency for the larger firms to have relatively hi
gh carital/ 
., 
labor, output/labor, and intermediate-good/labor ratios. This coul
d mean that 
larger firms tend to substitute intermediate goods for labor thus b
iasing the 
coefficients of a model which excludes intermediate coeds. Unfort
unately, we 
do not have adequate data for making a rigorous test of this possi
bility. In 
all the work that follows we assume that the input of intermediate prod
ucts 
does not influence the output of value added. 
The next variable, one particularly important to the cross-section
 
analysis, is management ability as denoted by the variable M in eq
uation (1.1). 
Distinguishing technology, as represented by T, from the ability o
f management 
is an awkward definitional problem. For our purposes it will suffice t
o de­
fine managerial input as a class of decisions: specifically, those de
aling 
These de­with pricing, organization, finance, and product line decisions. 
cisions are to be distinguished from the more purely technologica 1 
ones con­
production processes, etc~ that relate machines andcerning plant layout, 
labor to output. While "management decisions" are made at all leve
ls, they 
This distinction isare concentrated in the Director and Workers' Council. 
important because we argue that in under-developed countries the ab
sence of 
a· large stock of professional managers or an annua 1 crop of busines
s achoo! 
graduates means that the principal determinant of mana~ement capab
ility is 
8A brief survey of this literature is available in Murray Brown, ..2£.• 
cU., PP• 120-127. 
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management experience, and this experience is gained by operating the p
lant 
Not only is form.al educationwhere that management is currently employed. 
without experience a relatively unimportant determinant of managerrent c
apability,· 
but also there is a small amount of management switching between·enterp
rises. 
9 
Certainly, in the case where management is selected on the basis of pol
itical 
rather than economic considerations, we may attribute superior performa
nce by 
management in the larger firms to the experience they get from runnin0 
such 
firms. 
But it is Workers I Management in Yugoslavia that is a more overriding 
reason for feeling that management capability is a .non-transferable inp
ut. 
Since the top policy-making boards of.the enterprise, the Workers' Council and
 
the Board of Management, are elected on a rotational basis from among th
e work­
ers, it can be argued that a correlation between the efficiency of mana~ement 
and the size of the firm is a direct consequence of that scale. Forma
lly, we 
may express- this association between management skill and the scale of opera
­
tions by the functioning in (1.2). That is, we measure the scale of op
era­
tions by the inputs capital and labor. 
(1.2) M = g(K,L) 
The consequence of this definition is that we attribute to the capital an
d 
labor inputs their role in improving management as well as their direct produc
­
tive uses; therefore, it is implied :hat larg~ness is itself the source of 
management improvement, so that increases in scale provoke automatic in
creases 
in efficiency. 
9we. do not know of any surveys that present data on the extent to which
 
The ILO describes the formalthe'recruiting of: management is done internally. 
requirements for "open competition," but also notes that these were oft
en not 
successful because of the lack of qualified candidates. Workers Mana~e
ment in 
1962), p. 102, fr.. 3. In the one relevant example citedXugoslavia (Geneva: 
by the ILO, a new director was inte~nally promoted. 1.J2i!!., p. 115. 
'._... 
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A related problem with a·similar solution is posed by· i
nvestment poli­
cies. Central planning of investment may result in the most e
fficient firms 
getting the largest allocation of investment funds so that eff
icient firms are 
large and inefficient firms small. This intra-industry efficienc
y of invest­
ment allocation is an effect that will be embodied in our prod
uction.fruition 




for a representative individua 1 firm, However, where we wish t
o measure 
sources of growth, it is permissible to consider the intra-i
ndustry investment 
allocation mechanism as an unchanging, 
11 invisible hand." Consequently, para­
meter estimates incorporate the activities of both those econ
omic agents who 
management whoallocate intra-industry investment as well as those agents 
I 
determine production given the set of available resources. 
11 For the 1952-1964 
. period·, this former set of agents would include members of 
the National Bank, 
the Investment Bank. The effects of inter-industry allocation
, or "investment 
strategy" -and typically practices by a planning bureau are a
bsent except in 
estimates for aggregate .sectors. 
A modified production ralationship incorporating value add
ed rather 
-than gross output as the independent variable and removing i
ntermediate goods 
management ski 11 as inputs is given by equation (1. 3) wh
ere Y denotes value 
added. The companion piece mentioned earlier adjusts for 
changes in the 
(1.3) Y = h(K,L;T) 
lC\.Jhere data or the individual firm is available Yair M
undlak describes 
Sec his "Estima­how "management bias" may be removed by covariance analysis. 
tion of Production and Behavioral Functions from a Combinatio
n of Cross-Section 
Studies in lfathematic:11 Economicsand Time-Series Data 11 ~1easurement in Economics: 
Stanford University
--Econon,etrics in Memor__y of Yegur~a Grunfold - (Stnnford: 
'Press, 1963), p. 143. Since our cross-section data is grou
ped, this approach 
is not available.
11-rhis distinction between agents is advocated by Thomas Ma
rschal~, "On 
American Economic
the Comparison of Centralized and Deccntra lized Economics, 
11 
J.leview: Papers Dnd Proceedings, May 1969, Vol. 5'.::, No.
 2. 
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length of the work week, the. participat
ion ratio for women, education, and 
other variables influencing labor input, but 
at this point we rely on a crude 
Th~ capital variable is based upon theman-year definition of labor input. I 
purchase cost ·to the enterprise, or acc
ounting value before depreciation. Th
e ! 
cross-section studies: in 1%3 and 196l~ b
enefit from a revalorization. of all I
1· 
capital goods in Yugoslavia in 1962 whi
ch sought to adjust their boot-: value to
 
current market prices, but nc attempt i3 m
ade to deflate the 1963 and l~G4 
increments in the capital stock in cons
tant doliars, nor is there any attempt 
to weigh the various equipment and stru
ctural components according to dura­
However, as discussed in the data appen
diJ,, the time series of
bilities. 
We now turn to
capital stock does corl"ect for durabili
tie· and price change. 
the question of functional forms. 
While a great variety of functional for
ms are potentially available 
for this analysis we consider orily two 
as serious contenders: a conventiona 1
 
Cobb-Douglas type function with disembo
died technoiogic~ i progress -_?s. intro­
duced by Solow; and a CES production funct
ion of the form fitted by Martin L. 
• . 12 We conclude in favor of a Cobb-Douglan 
function.
Weitzman to t 11e Sov1.et economy. 
This is important since Weitzr~n•s objecti
ve is similar to ours, and 
The most important factor leading
centers its focus on the san:e time pcriodJ
 
Weitzman to fit a CES rather than~ Cobb-D
ougla? function is the rapid in­
crease in the Soviet capital/labor ratio d
uring the period from 1950 to 1966: 
it increased from a base of 100 in 1952, to
 150.by 1;59, and 286 by 1~64. 
Clearly, capita 1/labo!:" substitution 5.s an i
mportJnt part of Soviet grouth so 
that if the elasticity of substitution is 
mi3takenly assumed to be unity, this 
1~artin L. Heitzman, "Soviet Postwar Ec
onomic Growth and Capita 1 Labor 
256, October 30, l'.:'63.
Substitution," Cow lcs Foundation DiscuG
sion Pap~r No~ 
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The situation
specification error may have an important effect upon re
sults. 
For the socia 1 sector the same capital/laborin Yugoslavia is quite different. 
ratio with a base 1952 value of 100 actually declines to .94 by 
1~59, and in­
c~eases only moderately to 1.20 by 1966. 
13 Therefore, due to the absence of 
capital/labor substitution the implicit assumption of th
e Cobb-Dougl~s function 
that the elasticity of substitution is unity cannot be o
f great importance to 
For the briefer period 1952 to 1S'6£:., the unimportance of sub­the analysis. 
This does show,
stitution becomes still c learer--the 1%t'.t- value is only 106. 
however, that between 1S6l:. and 1%6 the capital/labor rat
io grew by 13 percen- · 
tage points so that a model of the post-reform economy m
ay require a CES 
·function performed by Heitzman. 
Equation (1.l~) summarizes our description of the availab
le data and our 
decision to incorporate it into a Cobb-Douglas type fun
ction. Data limitations 
impose that the cross-section variables referenced by th
e subscripts. arc available 
only for 1963 and 1964; and with the exception of industry and
 mining, we do 
Two additional variablesnot have these cross-sections available by regions. 
included in the data appendix but not included in.relatio
nship (1.4) are pro­
vided by a breakdown of the capital stock into its structure
s and equipment 
Since this subdivision is not available for the cross-s
ection
components. 
data it is simpler to omit it from the discussion at this t
ime. 
a e. 
( 1 4) Y == Air K1.r L
• irts irt irts irts 
i refers to 19 industries of which two (the total 
for the social sector and the total for industry 
and mining) are obtained as aggregates of the 
others, so there are 17 independent industries. 
13The fact that Yugoslav social sector includes agriculture does 
not 
fmportant ly distort these findings since the socialized 
part of agriculture 
is comparatively small and the capital/labor ratio in that
 branch has a move­
100 in 1~51; .92 in 1959; andment similar to the azcregate soctal sector: 
finally, 1. 13 in 1966. 
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r refers to 5 regions of which two (Jugos lavia 
and the South) are obtained as aggregates, so 
there are 3 independent regions: North, Serbia 
Proper and South less Serbia Proper. 
t refers to the 13 years 1952 to 196~. 
ands refers to the 12 size of firm categories (de­
fined either by ~mployment, capital stock or 
-output). 
In addition to specifyins a Cobb-Douglas function, (l.4) indicates that 
returns to scale, measured as the sum of a plus ·s, is a variable to be esti­
mated from the data, and that both the capital and labor coefficients are 
ell?wed to vary by industry and by region. Different capital/labor coefficients 
for different industries is a specification that can hardly be questioned. 
Differing coefficients by regions, however, is a specification that may be u
n­
necessary and one that we can and do test for. 
All estimates are based upon the assumption that technical pro:::;rcss is 
neutral and disembodied. Consequently, there are no tiwe subscripts to eith
er 
alpha .or beta. Besides being neutra~ and disembodied, ·we often will find it 
useful to assume tha~ technological progress, as indicated by equation· (1.5), 
is smooth and exponential in its occurrence. 
(1.5) 
Before beginnii1g a discussion of the stochastic specifications of the re6res
­
sions, it is necessary to briefly consider the broader sets of simultaneous 
equations from which we have lifted the production relationship- (1.4). 
The identification question was introduced earlier with the quotations 
from Professors Ma linvaud and Brown. It was argued that in a study such as 
ours with limited ·objectives, it is possible to partially dodge the issue by 
acceptine certain types of bias as being desirable. Ma~agement bias is an 
example of this. Beyond these effects there are many other sources of 
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possible bias, however, which we hope to eliminate by 
the selection of an 
Ideally, we need a theory of behavior forappropriate model and estimator. 
Yugoslav: enterprises, a theory which will tell how av
ailable resources, the 
decentralized market system, workers management, and c
entrally influenced in­
Unfortu~ately,
vestment allocation determine the capital and l~bor in
puts. 
in our opinion, no such theory is currently available, nor d
oes any seem possible 
without extensive investigations of _empiri:cal behavior
. ·while we will make 
some conjectures, these are too tentative to serve as the
 basis for deriving 
Consequently,
a_~et of simultaneous equations that can serve econom
etric needs. 
we instead concentrate upon sinele equation methods that a
re the least subject 
to errors of model specification. 
Some of these are completelySix single-equation estimators are tried. 
bais-free if one grants their assumption. Generally, 
however, it is quite 
dr°fficult to tell whether these assumptions are satisf
ied or not. For example, 
use of_ ~~gge~ values of the independent variables as 
instrumental variables
~~~ 
produces bias-free estimates if the lagged values are 
not correlated with the 
It would seem that many of the transitory factors,contemporary error term. 
such as weather which affect production in one year and p
roduce a correlation 
l>etween the error term and one of the input variables
 might not exist in subse­
On_ the other hand, one can also think of effects such
 as ue
quent years. 
have described for management and intra-industry inve
stment a !location ,-1hich 
While a variety of assumptions of this typewould continue for long periods. 
underlie the different estimators, there is one assum
ption used by some of 
the estimators and not by others, that appears by us 
to be strongly justified 
This is that the capital stock,_hr_ the re·alities of the_ Yugoslav economy. 
,a.ave for the intra-industry investment allqcat_ion eff
ect described above, is 
bee of correlation with the error terrnc 
00 23-
This. assumption of a zero correlation is based on two facts: first, 
investment is determined by the development plitn and the intra-industry invest-­
14ment allocation mechanism, and not by the rate of interest. Second, there 
is a substantial lag between the initiation of new investment products and 
the ti~e when their output first corr2s on stream.~ This lag is usually esti-
.,··· 
mated t.C?)e ..from three to four years in duration on the average. Consequently, 
· --changes in th:e- capital stocl: this year are consequently decisions made some 
years ago, decisions that are not apt to be influenced by the size of the cur-
. rent error term.- Mundla~c supports this point of vieu even for capita list 
economy by arguiog that in a model using annual data, capital may be treated 
15 as a fixed factor •. 
Equation (1.6) gives the essential stochastic specifications: 
(1.6) E. = H. uirts irt 1rts 
The error term E is composed of two statistically independent components: the 
first term, 1 H, measures those perturbations which are common to firms of all 
sizes, but which vary from year to year; and the second term, U, measures those 
perturbations which differ both from year to year., and from firm to firm. If 
the two variables H and U are uncorrelated with the inputs K and L, then esti­
mates of alpha and beta are unbiased estimates of the theoretical concepts 
which we seek to measure. However, correlations between either of the tHo 
stochastic components and the inputs cause a biased parameter estimate. we 
shall call correlation between the inputs and H "temporal bias," and co.:relation 
14Given the substantia 1 inflation of the past two decades, the State 
levy of less than six per cent on fixed assets, and the interest charGe on 
borrowed funds are not sufficiently great to serve to ration investment funds. 
l~undlak, .QE.• cit • ., P• 146. 
- -
We next: give a brief
between the· inputs and U "simultaneous equation bias.
H 
description of the theory underlying the_ vario!ls estim
ators used.- · 




temporarily suppress the industry and region subsc
ripts, and consider the 
We then have the following equations <:orrespon­relationship (1.4) and (1.6). 
ding to (1.4) and (1.6): 
etK + SK·ts ts 
(1.6a) Ets =Ht+ Uts 
Temporal bias, the Ht effect, may be eliminated by-
using i1covad_a-nce estima-
-t·· - 1116
es. A straightforward application of the co
variance technique involves 
defining dummy time variables and estimating their 
coefficients which are un­
biased estimates of Ht"' _ If one is not interested in k
nowing the values of Ht, 
but only in obtaining unbiased e~timates of et and 6,
 the same result may be 
obtained by defining the six -variables of {1.4a) and -(L6a) as d
eviations from 
their annua 1 means. Denoting annua 1 deviates by lower c
ase letters, we have, 
for example, 
. - y y
Yts - ts - t' 
_where Yt is a simple average taken over the 12 size- cat
egories; - rf we use the 
a·nnual deviates 
1 and Y -
ts ts 
in (1.4a), then ht is eliminated from (1.6a) and et
s equals uts:~l7 
--~- -- This transformation, however, sti 11 does not 
remove. the simultaneous 
equation bias which may be present if there is cor
relation between either kts 
· 1
6For a discussion of the general theory of covarianc
e estimators, see 
John Wiley & Son, 1959),
Henry Scheffe, The Analysis of Variance (New York: 
pp. 192-2200 
17we are free to paramaterize our model so that Eh = h. = O.t 
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or r.t and ut • Given our ·inability to specify a simultaneous equation model,s s. 
we instead use the single equation techniques of grouping and instrumental 
variables to ameliorate this effect. The consequences of grouping firms in 
the cross section data according to the size of employments or fixed assets 
is discuss.ed later in Section II. The techniq~e of instrumental variables and 
its derivatives is discussed next. 
The instrumental variables used are the lagged values of the independent 
variables k and it-ls• The standard technique is treated in any of thet- 1,s , 
textbooks on econometrics and needs no description here. In addition to the . 
standard estimator, however, we also use a hybrid proposed by Mundlak 
Hl which 
.requires some explanation. The Mundlak estimator is a combination·of three 
estimators: the ordinary least squares estimator obtained from (1.4a) and 
(1. Ga), denoted by ( a, 'S ) ; the covariance estimator denoted by ( a , · fj ) and 







instruments for Kts and Lts' and denoted by ( a , 8 ). 
Defining the covariance matrix of the independent variables for the 
estimators by A, 
18
lbid., PP• 160-163. 
19If one is willing to concede our argument that no correlation exists 
between capital and the error term, then only labor need be used as an instru­
ment. Estimators using only one instrureental variable, labor, are called 
Type l; estimators using two are called Type 2. · 
I 
We next give a briefbetween the inputs and U "simultaneous equation bias.
11 
description of the theory underlying the various estimators used
. 
Change notation so that upper case letters denote natura
l .logarithms, I 
temporarily suppress the industry and region subscripts, 
and consider the 
We then have the following equations <:orrespon­relationship (1.4) and (1.6). 
ding to (1.4) and (1.6): I
(1.4a) a.Kts 
+ 
(1.6a) = Rt + Uts 
Temporal bias, the Ht effect, may be eliminated. by using
 "covariance estima­
tes." 1
6 A straightforward application of the covar~ance techniqu
e involves 
defining du1llllo/ time variables and est~mating their coeff
icients which are un-
bi.as·ed est~-~ates of Ht. If one is not interested in kno
wing the values of Ht, 
but only in obtaining unbiased estimates. of a and 8, the same r
esult may be 
obtained by defining the six variables of (1.4a) and (1.6
a) as deviations from 
their ·annuai means. Denoting annual deviates by lower case 
letters, we have, 
for example, 
y - y - Yt,ts ts 
where Yt is a simple average taken over. the 12 size cate
gories. If we use the 
annual deviates 
i dts an Yts 
in (1.4a), then ht is eliminated from (1.6a) and ets equals ut
s·. 
17 
This transformation, however, still does not remove the sim
ultaneous 
equation bias which may be present if there is correlatio
n between either kts 
covariance estimators, see16For a discussion of the general theory of 
John Wiley & Son, 1959),Henry Scheffe, The Analysis of Variance (New York: 
pp. 192-220._
17we are free to paramatcrizc our model so that Eht = h. = O. 
where Y, K, L, k, 9., K_ 1, 
L_ 1, are N 
x 1 vestors of observation. The corres~ 
ponding least squares parameter estimates ar~ then 
Si1ut'le Least Squares Estimator 
Covariance Estimator 
Y. Instzumental Variables Estimator, 




Tb0 Mundlak esti~nr a~ 
Mundlak Estimator, Type 2 
Where 
(K-k-K L-R.-L_ 1).i = [K'-k'-K' -lJ -1'
L 1 -n 1 -L' 
~ .. 1 
... That is, the variables from (1.4a) and (1.6a) are corrected to remove both 
temporal and simultaneous equation bias, but they still utilize the full range 
·of the original data, which is present in the simple least squares estimator. 
Although not unbiased, the Mundlak estimators are consistent under the 
assumption of profit maximization if two conditions are satisfied: one is that 
temporal changes in the prices of capital or labor and output not corre­are 
lated with the time effects, llt; and other is thni: changes in Ht over time are 
independent of the level of Ht. ~ven if we grant profit maximization, can we 
really expect these two subsidiary conditicrts to hold? From sheer ignorance, 
agnosticism concerning the latter condition might be granted; however, the 
former conditions,. particularly the presumed independ:~nce of the wage rate 
and temporal effects, is not ,apt to be so easily obtai
ned. One important con­
tributor to Ht for the cross-section data is change in
 price of outputs (non- · 
It is difficult to be confident that in eitherdeflated output data is used). 
an Illyrian or Capitalistic Economy changes in w~ges a
re independent of 
changes in the price of outputs. These uncertainties 
must raise doubts about 
These estimators are neverthe­the Mundlak Estimator, both Type 1 and Type 2. 
less included because they promise to be more efficien
t than other estimators 
A less biased, less efficient estimator is discussedwith comparable bias. 
next. 
One method of eliminating temporal and simultaneous eq
uation bias is 
to use the combined estimator ( a, 13 ) which we call a cov
ariance/instrumental 
estimator and which is given by 
Covariance/Instrumental
Estimator, Type 2 
where 
While this estimator is unbiased, it loses efficiency 
because all 
the lower case variables, being mean deviates, have a 
smaller range of values 
The Mundlak estimator improves efficiency bythan does. the origina 1 data-. 
With the exception of what we. utilizing the full range of the original data. 
. . 
will call a Reverse Covariance Estimator (descriped below o
~ page 33 ), we 
have now introduced all the candidates. 
The basic choice is between biasllow does the econometrician choose? 
and efficiency, but even that choice is complicated by
 the existence of alter­
native model specifications; most importantly, should cap
ital be assumed inde­
Our very crude procedure is first, in advance ofpendent of the error term. 
computing the estimates, to rank the estimators according to their expected 
freedom from bias; second, define error measures that can be applied to the 
estimates to judge how well they meet other 2. priori conditions we impose; and 
third, search among the estimates to find one that has an acceptable combina­
tion of freedom from bias and error. It is to be expected that freedom from 
bias and freedom from error will be inversely related. 
Prior to attempting a ranking of the estimators, according to freedom 
from bias both the simple least squares and instrum~ntal variable estimators 
may be completely eliminated as unacceptable. These estimators do not eliminate 
the temporal bias, Ht. Since the cross section data is not price deflated, H t 
will introduce significant bias unless some form of covariance estimator is 
used. We suggest the following raruting of the remaining estimators as a 
rough indicator of their freedom from bias: if we assume capital and the error 
terms ~ not correlated, 
Al. Reverse Covariance 
A2a Covariance/Instrumental, Type 1 
A3. Mundlak, Type 1 
A4. Covariance; 
and if we assume capital and the error term~ correlated, 
Bl. Covariance/Instrumental, Type 2 
B2. Mundlak, Type 2 
B3. Covariance 
B4. Reverse Covariance. 
No extended defense of these lists is planned or possible. Note, however that 
it would be unadmissably inefficient to use Type 2 estimators under the A 
classification, and it would int,:-oduce inadmissable bias to use Type 1 est:J.­
mators under the B classification. For reasons already explained covariance/ 
iJW~rumental is superior to Mundlak, and with 
some ~repidation, we place co­
The reason why reverse covariance dominates th
e A
~~~t~nce after Mundlak. 
•1- ... 
'i ..
~l~!HJification- is explained later,,• 
J '•I;, !,
·: 1_:; ~ :_t 
• l{aving obtained a ranking on the criterion of min
imum bic1s, we must 
, · • i 
ne~1; define measures that indicate the extent to ·w
hich an estimator violates 
,: :· ~ 
th~ .!. priori side conditions we wish to impose., Violation
 of these side con-
.,.
~f[ffns may be taken as evidence that lo~ efficiency and resulting high 
\· ...
atfp~ard errors are at fault", or simply thnt an unacceptable degre
e of bias 
• ,: ~-I ~. :• 
The weakest such condition is ·;:hat parameter 
values be positive,~1, :fl!r'~sent.
•~iitt:ly stronger is the condition tha": they be both positive and statistically 
.'·ti'. (ti' . 
A simple count of bo::h these conditions over 
the 2 x 19 para­
· sJ~-cp..ticant~
,, I:''.'
. Ht>:"·; . If one
· --~f;~f estimates computed for each estimator provides the best measur
e. 
. !lo_!,:!.-.,.·•'
·.· ,>:~·1f'wtlling to assume profit maximization and perfect competitio
n, it is also 
·. •_:..::/h)l~ · 
-,q~ngful to compute a coefficient of variat
ion for the marginal products of 
• : =.• ,.. i, _ ~er~n-fnput for each estimator. _Hig~ values of the coefficient of variation 
. ·~.-;~--. : ' We do compute co­w~l4 be indicative _of low efficiency· in the estimator. 
./ M·:.;
1'"· .•·I'
eff:f,~ients of ·variation for two estimators, bu
t more from curiosity than con-
. ~:-~.,~H_; _:ffffj\~n9 In summary, we seek the estimator that promises minimum bias, and 
' / ~ . t '.
a::whtgh 
. 
does not generate an unacceptable number of no
n-positive parameter 
. )J.'i.Jf•,.







CR03S-SECTION ESTIMATES OF LABOR AND CAPITAL 
OUTPU'r ELASTICITIES 
INTRODOCTION 
Our first task is to use the 1963 and 1964 cross-section
 data to esti­
The objective is to obtainmate output elasticities for capital and labor.-
from this data unbiased, or at least consistent, estimates 
of output elas­
ticities which will later be used as extraneous estim
ators in the time series 
analysis. A general discussion of the statistical mode
l has been given. How­
ever, peculiarities of the grouped, cross-section data requ
ire modification 
•in order to increase efficiency.of the estimators presented on pages 22 to 24 
·Toward that end consider equation (2 •.1): 
(2.1) 
1963, 1964; s = 1 ••• 12. All of the variableswhere i = 1 ••• 19; t = 19621 
are described earlier, but note that no attempt is made 
to estimate tech-
The shift parameter a.t includes the ef•nologica 1 progress in this mode 1. ]. s 
fects not only of technological change, but also of an
nual changes in the 
prices of output, and in the prices of increments to the
 capital stock. It 
is an assumption of the analysis that equal output prices p
revail for all 
Actually, a somewhat less strict condition is suffici
ent:
~irrns in an industry. 
the average output price for all firms in each ~ize group 
is the same. A 
similar condition is assurr~d for the price of increme
nts to the capital stock. 
Although there was an extensive re-valorization of fix
ed assets in 1962, the 
1963 and 1964 investments are in current_prices. We must, 
therefore, presume 
that changes in the price of investment goods betw
een 1962 and 1964 do not 
importantly disturb the distribution of the capital st
ock which is correctly 
measured for 1962. Arso concerning the capital sto
ck, it is presumed that 
the different size categories all have the same r
atio for equipment to struc­
tures so that the average leng~h of life of capital go
ods for the different 
~a~egories is the same. 
To give the reader a better feel for the data, T
able 3 presents for 
the year 1964 a sample of the data which we have 
available for each of the 19 
The par~icular industry used inlndustry aggregates defined iu Table 1. 
~~ble 3 is the most aggregate one available--thac
 for the total productive 
part of the social sector. The most notable feat
ure of this data is that the 
same set of firms is av.:ii lab le by two ci fferent gr
oupings: one grouping 
according to the number of employees, ·and the oth
er according to the value of 
fixed assets. (The Statistics are also available, g
rouped according to gross 
value added and net value added; however, as will 
shortly be demonstrated, 
this information is superfl~ous since we only need d
ata grouped according to 
Another feature is th.at
each of the· independent variables of the analysi
s.) 
the data ·in the tables is a sunu:nation o'ler all th
e firms in each size category; 
therefore, in order to convert these observations
 into the per firm measures 
of e'quation (2. i), it is nece!rnary to divide each column of
 variables by the 
number of firms in that category. Since the num
ber of firms varies from cate­
gory to category, efficient least squares estima
tion requires, regardless_ of 
which estimator we use, that the estimates should
 be based upon a weighted re­
gression with the weights being the squ,:a:e root 
of the number o.f firms. 
20 
Throughout the analysis of the cros£-scction dat
a, the square root of the number 
of firms is used as a weight cnless otherwise op
ecified. 
20
Edmund Malinvaud, Stntisti-:;:i 1 Methods of Econom
etrics, (Chicago: Rand 
McNally & Co., 1966), pp. 242-246. 
The existence of four sets of dat
a according to four different gro
uping 
va~iables for the same industry a
nd year presents at first glance 
a difficult 
Fortunately, this question has be
en
decision-•which grouping should b
e used. 
21 
. 1 ' i y Yoe 1 H · 
Haitovsky shows that when separ-d b aitovs ky.extensive y invest gate 
ate groupings are available by each o
f the independent variables it is
 more 
efficient to compute an estimate 
using all of the tables than to r
e·ly upon any 
one of them. This combined regre
ssion can qe described in the fol
lowing way: 
compute mis-specified, separate r
egressions of the dependent varia
ble on each 
one of the independe.nt variables sepa
rately, using only the table ·of d
ata 
grouped according to that indepen
dent variable; then c
1ombine these mis-specified 
Tegressions with correction terms
 that remove the bias caused by t
he mis-speci­
Although it is ~ot our intention 
to reproduce a 11 of Haitovs!:y 
I s 
ficationsG 
:his work to 
. deriva·tion, it is necessary to o
utline his methods since we exten
d 
include instrumental variables, M
undlak reverse, and covariance es
timators. 
Consider the simplified version o
f our regression problem given by
 
Lower case letters indicate that 
all variables are annual mean 
equation (2.2). 
e: is indepen-
deviates so that there is no inte
rcept term, we also assume that 
. dent of both of the inputs~ Instead
 of first selecting one set of gr
ouped data 
for fitting equation (2. 2), ·we fit the
 two separate mis-specified regre
ssions 
given by (2.3). The first equation o
f (2.3) is fitted to the data fro
m the 
capital grouping only; henceforth we 
refer to this as grouping 1; and th
e 
second equation is fitted to the data
 from the employment grouping on
ly; 
2 iyoe 1 Haitovsky, "Unbiased Multiple 
Regression Coe fficicnt:.; Estimated
 
from One Way Classification Tables W
hen the. Cross Classificati. ons ;ire
 Unknown," 
· The Journal of the Arr.crican Stati
stical Association, Sept. 1966, V
ol. 61, 
This article is a revised version of
 Chapter 1 of the 
No. 315, pp. 720-728. 
author's Ph.D. thesis presented t




henceforth grouping 2. Denoting the mis-specified estim
ates by bars, their 
~"];a;t squares formula is given by (2.4) •. 
22 
Taking the expectations of ( a8), we discover that they equal the 
un­
biased estimates of the correctly specified covariance m
odel (2.2), which we 
denote by c; ~, plus an error bias term. This is expressed in (2.5). We may 
now substitute (2.4) into (2.5) and solve for the vector of unbias
ed estimates, 
thereby obtaining (2. 6 ). Hai tovsky obtains the variance
s of ( a, 8) in a similar 
manner. 
A simple extension of this proced~re obtains instrument
al variable esti­
mators. In the case under consideration we use lagged values of 
capital and 
labor as instruments. If we denote the unbiased instrumental var
iable esti-
The Mund lak
mates corresponding to equation (2.1) by ( a, 13) we have,. ,. 
(2. 7 ). 
,_r_ • ••
estimator is obtained in a similar way, denoted by. (~, (i) and presented in 
••• f
equation (2. 8). . _,.. 
We do so by
The reverse covariance estimator must still be defined. 
simply changing the table subscr{pts in equation (2.6). This 
means, in terms 
of (2.4), that we estimate the =apital coefficient from the labor table, and 
The reverse covariance estimatorthe labor coefficient from the capital table. 
· :l.s obviously less efficient than the ordinary covariance estimator, but might
 
it be less biased? 
To answer this let {rd', ~) denote the reverse covariance 
estimator. 
Our earlier ranking o.f estimators implied that reverse c
ovariance is most bias­
free if it is assumed that capital and the error term are not c
orrelated, 
while labor and the error term are correlated. To prove this 
assertion, 
"' 22In these formulas, the 1 or the 2 after the summation sign E
 indi-
::: ~,
cates the Table, or equivalently, g~ouping basis, that is to 
be used in the 
summation. Thus we see that a is estimated s9.lcly from the data according to 
the first grouping, the capita 1 basis, while '3 is estimated
 solely from the 
data according to the labor grouping. 
calculate the expected value of the mis-specified regressions for both the 
~rdinary and reverse covariance estimators. This is done in equation (2.9) 
where (a,8) is the mis-specified ordinary covariance estimator, and (a*,S~) is 
its reverse covariance counterpart. 
(2 .3) Y = ak + E1s s .s 
v = $£·s s 
+ E2s 
(2 .4) 




(2. 7) Estimator, Tvn~ 2 
Hundlak
Estiraat1





a+ 8-...- Eelk:)(2.9) E(a) .= 





E(B) = a.--+ 13 + Ec2tE)







17 --E (et*) = CL + 3 ? 
~ 





E(B*) = CL -- + s + E--fl'E)
I: t 2 E Q,2
1 1 
-····'If ,,i·'-assume that capital and the error
 term are not. correlated but 
that labor and the error te~ are correlate
d, this gives 
E (l-: kE:} = =
1 
and . E(E 2
R.e:) 
While it might seem that the presumed c
orrelation bi?­
~ut: ~hat_· a~~u't' E(E 2
te:)? 
,{: 0, this is not correct. Hl1en usingtw~en .II. and_·.-~ would make r.o:1 Q.e:) 
,· 
grouped data·, if the grouping variable is 
itself indep~nd':!nt of
-
the ~rror tP.rm, 
it... may serve as an i
nstrument to purge any other variahles 
in that table of correla-
. 23
tion with £. Immediatelv we see that a
ll variables in ·the capital table, 
This means
1'ab],~·:lc;--are free of such correlation, 
and narticularlv E(E 1
te:) = O. 
that under the assumntions 
E(ke:) = 0 
E(te:) / O, 
the covariance estimator (?.6) is subject to
 simultaneous equation bias, 
23see the discussion bv Malinvaud, ~- ci
t .• pp. ?.42-246. 
but the corresponding reverse covariance estimator obtained by reversing the 
table subscripts is free of bias. This is why· the reverse covariance esti­
mator heads the A ranking of estimators. Of course, the reverse covariance 
. . 24estimator is 1ess e ff1c1ent. 
CCMP/JUS ON OF THE CROOS-SECTION ESTIMATES 
We begin our inspection in Table 4,by looking at estimates computed for 
only two sectors of the economy: the total social sector, and industry and 
mining. These sectors are the largest in the economy and both are aggregates 
of other branches whose parameters are estimated. Restricting attention to 
these two sectors enables us to focus on the sensitivity. of the estimates to 
several sources of variation, specifically: variations in the regression 
weights; variation in the years for which the regression is run; and variation 
in the number of cells in the different size groupings. 
While certain e len:ents of Table 4 are not available because o·f lack of 
data, other elements are purposely omitted because, at an early state it be­
came apparent that some variants were so ill-behaved that they would not be 
contenders for ultimate selections. Consequently, limited resources forced 
their exclusion. For example, Part B of the Table which uses the number of 
firms as weights in the regressions has a number of empty cells because the 
arguments in favor of square root of the number of firms as weights made it 
clear that the latter would finally be selected. Our inclusion here of the 
number of firms as weights is done to test the sensitivity of the results to 
24A related bias-free estimator could be obtained by using ordinary co­
·variance applied only to one table, the capital table. However, experiments 
not reported here revealed this estimator to be less attractive than the two 
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TABLE_i· - . SAMPLE CROSS-SECTION °DAT~ .. ~H,:·, ( ,
I TOTAL SOCIAL SECTOR, 1961.l ';..r~' '; " 
I l'_'
1 ··" ..-/ ,, \
EMPLOYMENT !lASIS . . \., ....._ . 
Less Ove::- i 
Unit of I than 6 1001- I2001- 3001- 4000 ! 
Measure 11 Total ,Employees 7-15 16-29 30-60 61-125 126-250 251-500 I 501-10001 I 3000 Emplo·;P.es j2000 4000 
I
No. I 14870 I 1753 1788 1919 2578 2589 1831 1216 I . 622· I 365 I 96 54 5') 'I. -,Number of firms I ! ., 
322 426 431 501 2-31 185 40'.J 
It::iplo~ent - annual average thousands I 




477 785 1104 1147 1517 · 844 660 2132Gross Fixed Assets bil. din. i 
8962 8 23 62 198 
{Revalorized in 1962) 
I 
l::I 
4857 10 27 60 162 351 534 688 705 838 423 306 74€Value Added Ibil. din. ,~-





than 0.5 o.s- 1.5- soc- 1soo- I 5000-1 · 1scoo !~. 15000 mil,dia.




2187 1178 568 I 1130 I 107 l:




303 461 546 613 I 360 I ~87
• Employment - annual average thousands 2915 7 7 6 11.1 51 155 {!
I 
0.9 2 16 87 257 603 1005 1514 1515 
3956
• Gross Fixed Assets bil. din. 8962 0.1 0.7 
(Revalorized in 1962) r 
858
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-.l'otal Social Sector Industry an¢ Mining Industr.y and ·Minine r12 Cells 9 Cells · 
a 8 a+B c, B a B a+BEstimator a+B t 
A. 1963-64 with Souare Root Weir,hts* 
1, Reverse covariance: 1963-64 .12 .89 1.01 .13 .89 1.02 .16 .83 .99 
~. Covariance/!n~tru~ental, Type 2 .14 .88 1.02 .14 ,88 1.02 ,18 .81. .<J9 
3. Covariance/Instrumental, Type 1 .16 .as 1.01 .14 ,88 1.02 .19 .80 • 99 r4. ·r~un,Uak, Type 2 .09 .95 1,04 .15 ,89 1.04 .16 ,8t1 1.01 
.89 1.02 .17 .BS ,IJO .995. Mundlo.k, Type 1 .13 1.02 .19 [·
6. Covariance: 1963-64 .13 ,89 1.02 .13 .89 1.02 .15 .81.1 .99 
t 
B.· 1963-&4 with Firm Nei~hts* ~ 
1. P.c ve!:'SC covari<1.nce: 196 3-64 omitted 
2. Cov<1.riance/Instrumental, Type 2 omitted 
r­
~ .. 
3. Covariance/InstrlL'nental, Type 1 ,12 .88 1.00 '.10 .89 .99 ">mitted· 
11, !!,undl.::k, Type 2 .11 .91 1.02 ,12 ,90 1.02 .16 .87 1.03 
5. Mundlc1.k , Ty:-,e 1 .12 .• 88 1.00 .15 .as 1.00 .19 • 80 •·.. 99 [
Ga. Ccvariance: 1953-64 ,12 .as 1.00 .10 .89 .99 .14 .86 1.00 
6~. Covarinnce: 1962-64 .12 .89 1.01 .07 .93 1.00 o ni - i t t e d f: -
.f
r· 
C. 1·J63-57 with Sauare Root-Weightsl: ~ 
i. ~everse cov~ria~ce: 1963-64 .11 • a1i .95 
2. Covariance/!nstru~ental, Type 2 .13 .82 .95 
3. Ccvariance/!nstrumental, Type 1 -,14 .81 .95 
4. Mundlak, Type 2 -.02 .97 ,95 r.
5. Munclak, 7ype 1 not available I -.02 .98 .96 r 
6 Covariance: 1953-64 .10 .05 • • '.l S ~ 
t: 
I f: 
the s~uare root of the number of fir.ns. 1·*P.-1r-: B uses the number of· firms per cell as a re?.x:ession weight. Pal"tS A and C use 
I I-
con,idence level of .95. Standardti\11 covariance/instru~ental and covariance parameters are significantly positive at a 
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-40-
Consider firi::t not t~e two input coefficie
nts, but their sum, the scale 
As would be expected, the.scale .coefficien
t shows greater stab­
c~fficient. 
ility than either of its components, a or a o Generally, all of t
he results 
Excluding
from the 12-cell data show returns to scale
 very close to unity. 
Section C, ·the range of the scale coeffici
ent fo= both industry and pti_ning and 
the total social sector is from .99 to 1.0
4 wi!:h a median value around 1.01 
or 1.02. These values are not statistical!
~ significantly different from unity 
In none of
to allow rejection of the hypothEsis of co
nstant :returns to sea le. 
the results, however, -is the scale-coefficient fo
rced to be unity; the presence 
of high multi-collinearity can cause this 
specification to explosively affect 
the estimates of the capital and labo~ coeffic
ients. It is interesting that 
when square root weights are used,· the 9-ce!.l 
<lat.a consistently gives lower 
estimates of the scale coefficients. The 
difference in each case is exactly 
A much greater difference in the scale co
efficients is
3 percentagP. points. 
found in the 9-cell, 1963-67 regional data
 using square root weights (Part C). 
there is again
Comparing this :data with the 9..,;cell estima
tes from Section A, 
We do not know why
a consistent difference, this time of 4 pexce
ntage points. 
the 1963-67 data shows an important indica
tion of decreasing returns to scale 
with a value of • 95 but we would specul.:lte tha
t sii:ce this time period straddles 
the 1965 price reform it is possible that 
the r~ther dramatic changes in prices 
which occurred during that reform affected the 
large firr:is, which were under 
closer government surveillance, more negat
ively· than it nffccte<l the small 
If this is actually the crise, it would eY.
plain i:he dramatic shift to
firms. 
decreasing returns to scale which is broug
ht about by including the post-reform 
years. In any event, the signifi.cant alteratio
n of the scale coefficient 
which occurs when we add these y~ars validates 
cur restricting attention to 
-41-
only the pre-reform years, thus assuring a more homogeneous 
sample with respect 
to prices, institutions, and behavior. 
'the labor coefficient estimates are in the high • 80
1 s for a 11 of the 
12-cell data for either the total social sector of industry and m
ining. For 
the 9-cell ·data, however, it is substantially less, somewhe
re in the. low .80's. 
Correspondingly, the capital coefficient, a, tends to lie 
in the low teens for 
the 12-cell data, and in the high teens for.the 9-cell data
. In Section C, the 
two capital coefficients according to the Mundlak estimators a
re slightly nega­
tive. The magnitude of these negative values suggests viola
tion of the Mundlak 
assumptions in the longer time period ~ather. than a distorti
on due to sampling. 
We now turn to a consideration of parameter sensitivity from
 the point of view 
of the estimators rather than the data sample. 
Except for the Mundlak estimators whose variance is not known a
nd for 
which two coefficients are negative, the other estimators all g
enerate coef­
In order to estab­ficients that are statistically significant and positive. 
lish the importance or unimportance of the correlation between
 capital and 
the_ error term, we contrast the Type 1 and Type 2 estimates. for 
the covariance/ 
For_ these two estimators, the use of bothinstrumenta 1 and Mund lak estimate rs. 
capital and labor as instruments reduces the capital coefficie
nt and raises the 
This is a very consistent result.labor coefficient by from 1 to 4 points. 
However,•it should not be interprctc9- to n:ean that·the.intro
duction.of capital 
as an instrumental variable has removed any significant bia
s, rather it is more 
likely that the consistent change of the parameters by a few p
oints is due 
simply to the less-than-perfect correlation ~hich exists betwe
en lagged capital 
and current capital. ·This causes labor to have a relatively m
ore improved 
In any event, the differences arecorrelation with output than does capital. 
not large so that by selecting the ~yp~ 1 estimators we risk 
little. 
At this point, along with the Type 2 estima
tm:s, ~e also d!scerd the 
The presence of the two negative c~pit~
l ccefficients in­
Mundlak estimators. 
If we compare the
dicates that the assucptions of that esti~a
to= 3re not ~et. 
covariance/instrumental Type 1 estimato
rs with either the ordinary covariance
 
or reverse cova=iance estimators, we find t
hat the former se~ms to yield a 
Here again,
higher capital coefficient estimate and a l
ower lnbo:r estimate. 
. this result can be explained by the less-~
han-pe·rfcct correlation which exist.s 
This -wcald caus~ ~he labo~ coefficientbetween lagged labor and current labor. 
for the covariance/icstrumental, Type l esti
m<1tor to be smaller ~han that for . 
either of the cova~iance estim~torsa 
-The most inte::-csting cor.:?.'.'lrison is between
 the covariance and the reverse 
Unc1er our prcfzrrcd Q'.JSU.nption thn:: ca
pital and the
covariance estimatcrso 
error ·term are not correlated, the reverse 
covariance eotiffiator offers the 
best -available means o:E remC"'::'..::-3 bias caused by a co.:relation betWC
('n labor and 
Th-n r.averse covariance estimator. is su
perior :!.n thi!:! resp_ect to // 
instrumental variable estiir.:-itcrs. b~cause th
e latter C;;?~"1n0t remove such correla-_....
.... 
tions if the errors affecting the vari~bles
 arc 6ssocia~ed through time. fhere­
_fore, a comparison of the covariance and the
 rev~rse covariance estimators pro-
. . .. . ... -~· . 
\?ides our best n18thod for juo.,gir:g th~ irr.?
ortance of the bias ~er!erated by a poss
ible 
7he resuH: is surprising.
correlation between labor and the er:::-or tc:i.
-m. 
There are fcur blocks of data for ..:hich tM
 two ect:!'.m:H~c.:s m'ly be com­
For thene fcur blocks, none of the p.ar2
1.:':!ter o.stlr.~-:ite::i differs by more
pared. 
than one pei:centngc poir.t, si3r.ifying _.t;hat 
virtually ic!ent:ical result·s are /
,' 
achieved whether we use revers-~ 9ovariance or cova
riance estimators. The con-
,,. 
:clusion must be that si~ult'1ri;cus cqcaticn
 bins resulting from a correlation · 
. ,,,,,· 
l>i£twecn- labor .:ind the y';~o= term coes not ~::ist, at least no
t !-.~~c1.· the assump-
.,, _,, ""· 
·'Ihis also rr.~ans tl:.at thP.re is r.o reasC\
n fc,·.: further




considering the instrurrental/covariance Type 1 estimators. The final compari­
son must be between reverse covaTiance, which has minimum bias, and ordinary 
covariance, which gives.the same estimates fo= aggregate sectors but is more 
efficient. To select between these two we corr~are results for all nineteen 
sectors and five regions. First, however, a one-paragraph summary is given of 
the findings to this point~ 
The greatest economic import of Table 3 attaches to the consistency with 
which we find returns to scale of apprm~inwtcly unity. Typical values of the 
capital and labor coefficients are .15 and .85. !his co~trasts significantly 
with the • 25 and • 7 5 values that are typically asserted for western economies. 
-Of course, this has little rea 1 meaning unti 1 we e~:.Jmin~ the margina 1 products 
and income share in Yugosla~i~. The greatest statistical import of Tabl~ 3 
is that the estimate::; are quite stable for the six estimators we try, and also 
for the various data samples used. The largest change in estimates occurs 
when we go from the 12-cell data to the 9-cell data which implies that con­
solidation of the extremes of the data may be dangerous. The similar results 
given by all the estimators, but p~rticclarly the .nearly identical results for 
-the ordinary and reverse covariance estimators is evidence that simultaneous 
equation bias .is not im?ort_ant. 
So far we have estaLlished thBt the reverse covariance estimator is apt 
to be most bias-free, but that in practice, for· the large aggre_gate sectors, 
there is almost no d:i,ff~rence in the estimates for reverse covariance and 
ordinary covaria1,ce. Since the ordlnary covariance estima::ors are more effi­
cient they would seem to be superior. Estimate:; for the nineteen sectors con­
Table 5 prese~ts the capital, labor and scale coefficientsfirm this judgment. 
for three estimntors; o:-:din3ry covaria~ce; reverse covariance; and covariance/ 
In those cnses where an estimators is not significantlyin~trumnnta 1, Type 1~ 
I TABLE 5 
SECTORAL ELASTICITY ESTIMATES FOR 1963-64-
Reverse Co""'ri~nce
I Covariance/Instrumental, . J Ordinary Cowrr
5.ance I
onomic Growth Center Sector ,,,.,,.... ,..._ "'
~--... . i ! ' ... . --~ci+B a B c+~ 
Cl, 8 a.+[) a. 7 
' .85 1.01 .13 .89 1.02 .12 
• 89 1.01 
,tal Social Sector (000) .16 
.13 .89 1.02 
L<lustry and Mining (001) .14 
.88 1.02 .13 .89 1.02 
• 86 .98I .10 • 88 .98 I .12(002) I .11 • 87 .98:riculture 
• 82 -.oo . .84 • O!~.60 .ao I .11 .71>nstruction with size effect (003)- I .20 •24 .69 .93 (.671) 
.82 .98 
~ansportation & Communication (004) I , .21 •74 .95
 I .18 .77 •95 .16 
•79 .99 .16 • 84 1.00 .16 
• 84- 1.00
(005) .20,mdicrafts . 
' .20 .78 .98
•77
~ade &Miscellaneous (006) .21 
.98 .20 .78 •98 ..
. 1.40 . ~I 
.29 .72 1.01 I .29 .72 1.01 I -.19 1.59 ~lectricity (111) ·1 (.441) . I 
•711 1.05 .28 .79 1.07 
oal & Coal Mining (112) .29 
.76 1.05 .31 -. 
-.01 1.14 · 1.13 .09 1.0;i 
1.14 .12 1.01 /· 1.13 
'ood, Dr ink. & Tobacco (113·) (.024) .98 1.08 
'cxtiles & Clothing (114) 
I - .08 .99 1.07 I •1q .92 1.06 I .10 
.86 1.02
(115) .24 .75 •99 .23 
.75 .98 .16
'.I!r:.ber & Furniture 
.97 .12 • 89 1.01.81 .98 .16 .81
'aper, Printing & Publishing (116) .1
7 
.16 .96 1.12 
~eather, Rubber &Footwea~ (117) I .28 .8
3 1.11 I .18 .92 1.10 I 
(118) .26 •82 1,08 I .23 • 86 
1.09 I .26 • 82 1.00 
5tone, Clay & Glass 
.29 .77 1.06 .38 .61 
.99
• 69 · 1.04
Chenicals &Petroleum (119) .35 
1.00 ·1.12 .09 1. 03 1.12(120) .18 • 93- 1.11 .12Metal Using 
.85 1.11 I .10 1.04- 1.15 I .05 1.1
1 1.16 
t•i{·tal Ea.king (121) I .26 (133)
I .15 .69 I 
• 04- .86 .<JO








positive at a .95 confidence level, the standard error of that coefficient is 
presented in parentheses. For the ordinary covariance estimator there is no 
coefficient in this table that is either negative or not significantly positive. 
In contrast, the reverse covariance estimator exhibits two negative values and 
four insignificantly positive values, while the covariance/instrumental, Type 1 
-estimator shows one negative value and one insignificantly positive value. One 
25
explanation of this is found in the standard errors of the coefficients. 
Typically, the standard errors for ordinary covariance are two-thirds to one• 
half those for reverse covariance or instrumental/covariance. 
In other regards, the conclusions of Table ?~ hold for the disaggregate 
sectors of Table 5. Returns to sea-le .are not importantly different from unity, 
although a number of the sub-branches of industry do show increasing returns 
I 
to scale, particularly food, drink and tobacco ·(113), and meta 1 making and 
using (120 and 121). The capital coefficient is again in the teens, although 
the high teens rather than the low teens seem to be more characteristic. And 
the labor coefficient is generally in the high 801 s. Two industries show 
significant decreasing returns to scale: construction (003) and the miscellaneous 
sub-branch of industry (122). In both these cases, there are special circum­
stances at work and better estimates, described later, are presented in bold 
type. 
The same data for industry and mining, but covering the five regions 
and presented in Table 6, shows similar results in all respects, except there 
are no negative or insignificantly positive values for either ordinary covariance 
or covariance/instrumental estimates. There is one negative and insignificantly 
25Tables for standard errors are not presented because the paper is 




. TABLE 6 
REGIONAL ELASTICITY ESTIMATES 
FOR INDUSTRY AND MININGi: 
Ordinary Covariance I Reverse Covariance





~+s I a e a-(.(3 a e at$I
Y·ear . from 196 3 to 1964 
I.. .15 .84 .99 .16 .83 .99
Yugoslavia .19 •80 •• 99 
.96 1.04 
North .17 .86 1.03 
.10 .93 1.03 .OB 
.95 • 31 .62 ' .• 93 
South .14 .80 . .94 .14 .81. 
I 
I 
.65 .93 • 2a.:, .64 .92 .
27 .66 .• 93 
Serbia hoper I .28 I 
South less .os •99. 1.04 ~.03 1.01 1.04 I C,
Serbia ~roper I · .11 .92 1.03 I I 
•. 
Year_, from 1963 to 1967 /
• 
Yugoslavia .11+ .81 •95 
.10 .85 .95 .11 .84 .95 
.99 -.03 1.05 1.02.99 .03 .96}forth .07 .92 (.036) 
.15 .78 .93 .11 .83 
.94 I .16 .76 .92 South , .91
Serbia ;!roper .18 .73 .91 
.15 .76 •91 .15 .76I 
South less 
.• 14 .84 .9a. . 1 .1~ .ar .97 
Serbia 1roper I .19 .79 .98 I 
*All coefficients are significantly positiv
e at a confidence level of .95. ,-~e covarianc
e estimates for South less 
Serbia ..f!"'oper for 1963-64, and the North for 1




positive value for the reverse covariance estimator. The
 scale, capital, and 
labor coefficients, all satisfy ~easonably well the stand
ardized description 
given above. A surprising feature of Table 6 is that for
 1963-64,. Serbia 
proper has a very low measure for the labor coefficient a
nd for returns to 
scale. The statistics for Serbia proper do not look so
 anamolous in. the longer 
1963-1967 period both because the scale coefficient fo
r.all the other republics 
except Serbia Proper falls by 5 percentage points, and th
e Serbia proper 
capital coefficient loses 13 points while the labor co
efficient gains 12 points. 
The outcome is that for the longer time period Serbia 
Proper is not so distinctly 
The reason
different from the other regions as it is for the 196
3-64 period. 
for this is not ~mown. 
In a pareto optimal economy the marginal products of lab
or and capital 
A serious empirical appli­over sectors of the economy and regions are equal. 
cation of this criterion involves many qualifications 
and modifications; never­
At th~ very
theless, a straightforward, naive comparison is not w
ithout merit. 
least it can be an important indicator of unreasonable
 results. Table 7 pre­
sents the marginal products of capital and labor for t
he ordtnary covariance 
estimator, .and b~ way of contrast for the _covariance/
instrumental estimator. 
Contrasting the two aggregates, the total social secto
r and industry and mining, 
we find a good deal more difference can be attributed
 to the sectoral classifi­
cation than to the estimator used. For both estimato
rs, the marginal product of 
capital is significantly greater for the total social
 sector than it is for 
industry and mining, while just the reverse is true o
f the marginal product of 
labor. Since the· control of investments is the strong
est instrument in the 
hands of central policy-makers, this result is consis
tent with the idea that 
industry and mining is a •priority secto·c whose growth 
.is made possible by the 
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SECTORAL t·lARGI~AL PRODUCT ESTIMATES 
FOR 1953:._54:': 
·eovariance/ Ordinary 
r~~trumpntal. TvnA 1 Covaria.nce 
;.1~K i•!i-'i., HPK •·J!''L 
.15 1.15
Total Social Sector (000) 
Industry and Mining (001) 
.11 1.32 .10 1.34 
.06 .95(022} .06 .94Agricuiture 
.96
(003) .62 .81 .33. Construction with size effect 
.10 1.12 .09 1.17
Transportali9n & Comrr,unication (00
1l) 
·• 59 .79 .83(005)Handicrafts 
1.13(006) • 37 1.11 .35. Trade & Miscellaneous 
(111). .• 06 2.21 .06 2.12
Elec;tricity . 
.13 .74
Coal t. Coal. Mining .(112) 
.12 .76 
.01 1.75
Food, Drink & Tobacco . (113) .--.01 
1.90 
.09 1.19 •.15 1.10
'l'extiles & Clothing 
.23 .?1
Timber & Furniture (115) 
.24 .71 
·Paper, Printing & Publishing (116) _ .
25 1. 311 .25 
•25 1.26• 38 1.13
Leather, Rubber & Footwear (117) 
·.83 .15 .87(118)S~one, Clay &Glass 
2.03• 37 1.83. • 31
Chemicals &Petroleum ci19) 
.12 1.46(120) .19 1.36Metal Using 
1,32 .05(121) .13Metal Making 
.20 1.12(122) .09 1. 31JMiscellaneous 
34.2079.60 ~34:20
V = Coefficient of variationt 
i:f·larginal ~Pr<oducts arc computed·at the wei
ehted geo!Jletric mean. · 'l'he weights are the
 
square root of the ntL11ber of fir!:1s per c~l
l. 
tComputcd from the 17 sectors 002 to 122 by the form
ula V = 100S/X where S is the sar:1ple 
standord deviation and Xis. the sample mean. 
.. •.,::, 
infusion of large amounts of capital, so much capital th.:it th·e rate of return 
is driven below what is availsble in other cecto:;:-s. Later, in the section 
dealing with aggregation problems, the m3r£inal product of capital for both 
of these two sectors in ::ihown to i;e bi~sed <lc,-1nwarcl by the process of linear 
aggregation. 
· ·:·While significance ntateff,ents r;:.:e ao:: available for the m:Jrginal products, 
a coefficient of variation can !::c ui'!cd to r,:.cncure th~ vnriabi lity of the two 
estimators for the 17 dis{lggrcgatc tiectors. Hith :? vnlt.:c of 34.2 the coeffi­
cient of variation for the mnrgin::11 p.:duct of labor i:.1 ic.~ntkal for ordinary 
covariance and covariance/in:c;t:n•r::211t:.:il, ::rnt t}1c coefficient of variation for 
.the marginal products of capital is. :Jm.'.ll!.cr for o::dir.3ry CO'Jariance, 61.4, than 
for covariance/instrurr.~ntnl, 79n6. 
· Similar data is given in ·rable 13 fo:- :.:egionnl m~n:-ginal products. Again, 
· .··..,:the regional classific::ltion i::; 3 rr.uch no::-c important dc~erminan-;; of marginal 
. ·, ::4 :_, ,.· . 
product than is the estimate;:. Another conclusion is that the marginal product 
of capital is lower in the North tkin in the :,outh; while the converse is true 
for the margina 1 product of l.:ibor. For the r.1argina 1 product of lnbor this is 
.to be expected due to th~ immobility of l::bo::~ :;..·or the mf:rginal product of 
c_apital, however, ex~ectatioP.s o::e not so cl~-~:: cut~ Or. th!: one hand, greater 
efficiency in the !forth causes average output per unit of cnpii:a 1 to be high, 
which raises marginal p::oductivity; on the othc:: hand, c.:p.ital deepening has 
progressed further in the North--the ca::,ital/labc-,: rc1tio io one-third larger 
than in the South--and this lmrn.:o ::ll1rr,inol p:::odt.::;tivity, The fact that the 
measured product is lo,\ler for th~ :Jorth suegeoti:: that capita 1 deepening has 
26 
been. carr1.e d beyond wl1at is· opt.i m.'.l l • This con~lu:.ion i~ ~eversed in the 
26This cone lusio!l conflic~s with th~t o:( D:~ft .;D.;,eo Plu:nmer who finds 
that capital is used r.10..:e cffl~iently :f.n :::h-::? !!o:c!:h than in the Sou::h. Our study 
agrees with his in co·r.c ludi113 th~,:: some r-~allo-::ation of l::ibor from South to North 
would be desirable. Jnmcs Plu:.1rr.':~, "Ir.!:c::-fi..i'.'m Produc·;:ion Function Analysis of 
Yugoslav Industrial_~esource Allo:::tli:ion," mir,1eog,:aph, D~c. 1969, p. 7. 
. I 
---
- - - - - -
--
REGIO:-iAL 1-lA::GillAL Pi<ODUCT ESTHU~TES 





HPLHPK MPL MPKRegion 
Years from 1963 to 196LI 
: 11~ . 1.21 .11 1.27Yµgoslavia 
1.lt,7.13 1.37 .08.;, :North --. 
.- .11.t, 1.13 1.14·-·· South 
. ·•• 911 .25 .91.t,.Serbia Proper .24 
South less 
.01 . 1.21.t, .02 1.35Serbia Proper.. 
-- -· -Years from 1963 to 1967 -- --
•• ,t_ 




.06 1.99 .02 1.99North 
.13 1.1.lll .10 . 1.53South 
1.43. .15 :1.49Ser:Oia_Propcr .17 
.
South less· 
.13 1.34 .10 1.113.Serbia ~~oper 
'. 
.. .. :.. 
.. 
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1963-67 data, but this appears related to the pric·e·•-'!!'eforms of 1965. 
The really anomolous aspect of Table 9· is the large marginal product 
of capital for Serbia Proper generated by the 1963-64 data. Mor~ than the elas­
ticity measures, the marginal products indicate that this is due to unknm-,n 
aberrations in the 1963-64 data. The longer 1963-67 period shows values for 
Sex:bia Proper that are more in line with our expectations. If the regressions 
were run only on the 1965-67 sub-sample, the results for Serbia Proper would 
be substantially closer to those for Yugoslavia as a whole. This leads to the 
conclusion that the marginal product of capitai is low in the North and high 
in the South, while the converse is true of the marginal product of labor; and 
that the marginal product of capital and labor are about the same in Serbia 
Proper and the far South. Again, differences between the 1963-64 and 1963-67 
results, weaken such conclusions. 
PROBLEMS OF AGGREGATION 
The use of several estimators and different data samples increases 
confidence in the stability of the findings. Similarly, disaggregation by 
economic sectors and regions can be viewed as a replication of the experiment, 
a replication that also increases confidence in the stability '~f the estimates 
and confirms the existence of a relatively small capital coefficient and re­
turns to sea le near unity. This replication by disaigregation, however, bur­
dens us with two issues not yet considered. First, in the time series analysis 
that follows, great simplification could be achieved if the capita 1 and labor 
coefficients for any industry were the same for all regions. This hypothesis 
is easily confirmed or rejected by a "t-test" on the reeional differences of 
the estimates for industry and mining. Second, for industry and mining and 
for the total social sector there are estimates fo
r both the aggregates and 
This raises the question of whether or not thetheir sub-aggregate components. 
aggregate coefficients for capital or labor are un
biased functions· of the sub-
aggregate coefficients. If they are not, the di!fe
rence is called "aggrega-
. - 27 We begin with the ~impler issue mentioned first, the
 hypothesis
tion bias." 
of regional equality. 
For industry and mining the nine-cell, regionally 
disaggregate data may 
This is an important andbe used to test the hypothesis of regional equality. 
From Tab le 6,
convenient hypothesis, and one that is at times f
orced upon us. 
the maximum difference (covariance estimator, 1963-64 data)
 for the capital 
A
• 28 and <Y5 = • 03.
coefficient is .25 obtained as the difference bet,v
een ;L~ == 
For the labor coefficient, the maximum difference 
is obtained for the same 
Assuming the statistical independence of paramete
rs esti­
category and is .37. 








The respective "t-statistics" for capital and labor
 are 15. 7 and 11.8. 
values are so large we may be assured that a significan
t difference exists re­
gardless of the problems of multiple comparisons a
nd of seria 1 correlations of 
the errors which overstate these "t-statistics". · 
(The assumed independence 
Even the smaller differences that existof-parameters may understate it.) 
when we compare the North with the South, still ge
nerate "t-statistics11 of 2.5 
27 0ur discussion of aggregation bias follows R.G.D. Allen, M
athematical
·' ·· 
St. Martin's Press, 1957), pp. 694-724.F.conomics (New York: 
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28
With 30 degrees of freedom the criticalfor capital·and 3.7 for labo~. 
limits are 2.36 for a significance level of .025, and 2.75 for a significance 
Thus, even the minimum differences tend to be significant. Thelevel of .01. 
hypothesis of a regional constancy in the coefficients must be rejected. We 
next test for aggregation bias. 
Table 9 provides a comparison of
-
two estimates of the output elasticities 
A A 
for the total social sector, and industry end mining: the first (a,8), is the 
covariance estimate from Table 3; the second (a, '3), is obtained as a weightea2
9 
sum of the sub-aggregates components of the two above sectors, also according 
to the covariance estimator. Since we reject the hypothesis of regional equality, 
we may also meaningfully compute the s:im.e .:,tatistics acco:cding to the three­
What do theseregion disaggregation (only for indust;:y and mining, of course). 
differences show? For the sectoral aggregation, the capital coefficients are 
importantly smaller by about twenty-fi•,e per cent for the "Direct Regression" 
in comparison to the "Weighted Sum''; and the labor coefficients are only slightly 
larger for the total social sector by about five percent. The same comparison 
for the regional aggregate shows the capital coefficient slightly larger for 
and the labor coefficientthe "direct regression" than for the "weighted sum, 
11 
slightly smaller. What economic interpretation mny be given to these di ffcrences? 
To give an economic interpretation to the difference between the linear 
A A
estimates (a, e) and the geometric estimates (a, "/3), we make the sirnpli fying 
28-rhe degrees of freedom are computed on the basis of 18 observations 
per· table (9 ceils for 2 years) and six pnra1r.-2ters for both tables (capital and 
labor, and four annual "shift" param~ters, two per table). This gives 36-6=30 
degrees of freedom; however, si r.ce the tota 1 number of firms is the same in 
both tables one cell is redundant so that the final outcome is 35-6=29 degrees 
of freedom. 
29The weights ate the square roots of the average number of firms in 





TEST FOR AGGREGATION BIAS
IN ELASTICITIES 
Direct Weig.11 ted Sum of 
Regress ion Sub-Aggregates 
,., A _..
...L.." a + B a JL a + e, 
Sectoral Aggregation ( 12 -cell): 
-Total Social Sector .13 .8 9 1.02 .17 1.00 
;;(17 sub-aggregates) 
:- In~h.s try and Mining .13 .89 1.02 .18 .87 1.05 
(12 s ub-aggregat1;;5) 
Regional ·Aggregation ( 9-cell): 
• 99 .13 .87 1.00i.:Jndrn trJ and Mining .15 
• · (3 s ub-aggregatcs ) 









... ... · ·. 30 
assumption of constant returns to scale (a+ B = a + a = 1). On the basis 
of this assumption the production function may be expressed as, 
(2.1) Y*. = a. l·* 
. J.S l. " is ) 
and = 1 - ai,. Si 
where Y* = V - R.. ,is -is i.s 
and k--.'c = k. - R,. •is l.S J.S 
Consider the auxiliary regression. 
(2.2) k~·,is ·- c. J.S le~-.. s + .>.is 
where I •••... " s = log (E.l. 
-, )
·"1.:; 




is a stochastic term, 
and ais is a paramete.rs • 
. Equation (2.2) expresses how the sub-aggregate capital/labor ratios are re­
lated to the aggregate capital/labor ratio for any size category. 
The question we as~c is, suppose (2. 1) expresses the true micro-production 
function, what relationship will then exist between the ai of that equation 
and an aggregate a obtained by first summing each variable over all sectoral 
sub-aggreg~tes? That is, an a obtained from 
I I 
(2.3} y* = E y~•: = aE k*. + e: = a k* + e: 
s i=l i:J i::l J.S s s s 
Substituting (2.2) into (2.1) and aggregating, we have 
(2.4) k + ~ s s 
But (2.4) is of the same form as (2. 3) so that a covariance estimator obtained 
from the former variables 
I ... ... 
(2. 5) a = E a i ois 
i=l 
30
Since the statistical cst:1.mates of the scale coefficient for the 
total socia 1 sector and industry anci mining di £fer from unity by only two per­
centage points, this specific.ition is not arbitrary o;: mis leading. 
·,-
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_Furthermore, defining the "sum of sub-aggregates" estim
ate by 
I _A 
a= I: a./ I, 
"" i=l 
1 
we finally obtain 
,,; .... 
(2.6) a = a 
Equation (2.6) answers our original quP.stion. Where the "d
irect regression" 
,- estimate, a , is smaller than the "sum of sub-aggre
gates" estimate, 
31 cZ , 
A 6. ) is negative. Cr, iu more familiar terminology,it implies that Cov(a.,
l. ).5 
it implies that industries with large capital coefficients ha
ve small capital/ 
labor ratios; and also the obverse, industries with large lab
or coefficients 
_have large capita 1/labor coefficient~. For the regional estim
ates, there is 
a tendency for the opposite results but the magnitude is
 too sma 11 to be im­
These results have little meaning, however since it is d
ifferences
portant. 
in marginal products that govern the flow of resources. 
As revealed in Table 10) the mat:ginal products of labor 
(MPL) shows 
0_. no important bias for either 
secto:::al or regional aggregation, and the mar­
ginal product of capital 0,IPK) shows none for regional aggre
gation. There is, 
For both the totalnevertheless, one important ca~e of aggregation biasn 
social sector and industry and mining, the "direct regressio
n" yields a MPK 
that ts significantly lower than that produced by the "weig
hted sum." 
Application of the aggregation theory in the pa~agraphs 
above provides an ex­
planation with economic irr.port~ The fact that ; is sm
aller than a implies 
that there is a positive correlation be:::ween the marginal p
roducts and the 
capital/labor ratios of different industries--industries
 with high MPK 1 s 
·' -_ 3 ¾.1e use a weighted sum,.in Tnb le 8 to adjust for the fact that weighted 
~i ..: ~- ~regressions are used to obtain a. and 






TEST FOR AGGREGATimr BIAS 
IN HARGIHAL PRODUCTS:'. 
Direct Weirj1 ted Sum of 
Regression Su b--Aggrcgates 
MPK MPL HPK_ MPL 
Sectoral t-.egregation (12-cell): 
Total Social Sector 
.23 1.13(17 sub-azgrcgatcs) .15 1.15 
lndu; try and Mining 
.17 1.33• (12 sub-aggregates) .10 1.34 
Regional Ag?;r€!gation ( 9--cell): 
lndtS try and Mining _ 
1.?. 9(3 sub-aggr_egatES ) .11· 1.27 .11 
· * Marginal products are computed at the eeometric mean of the cro:is -section 
data for 1 S63-6't • 
. ..... . . •... 
.. 
This is generally consistent with thetend to have high capital/labor ratios. 
view that profitability is an important criterion determini
ng investment allo­
cation in the Yugoslav economy. 
SECTION III 
TIME SERIES ESTii•!t\TES .OF HEUTRAL TECHNICAL PRCGRESS: 
1952 to 1964 · 
The publicly available time series data is described 
in Section I. 
Before this information can be used for production fu
nction analysis, con­
siderable effort must be expended in aggregation, def
lation and so forth. So 
that we may come directly to the results, the descrip
tion of the steps taken 
and methods used is relegated .to an Appendix.· The Append
ix also contains a 
coropl~te publication of the· resultant statistica 1 seri
es for value addeci, em-
pioyment, total fixed capital and equipment. These series are
 presented for 
five regions and n~neteen ~ectors for the years 1952 to 19
66. 
The time ·seri~s' count
erpart. of (2.4) is: 
. 
aL +.\ +E
Rir irt irt irt 
where i :::; 1 ••• 19 industries 
. ~ .. ·. :·-- .. 
:::; 1 ••• 5 regions, and-· •·,":' .'f. 
Tort=l ••• 13 years from 1952 to 1964.
 
The variables Y, Kand Lare in logarithms, and Tis 
in natural integer units. 
>-. , it
To satisfactorily estimate the neutral technical prog
ress coefficient ir 
is necessary to make the assumption 
a = a
il 15 i 




and a1 are the ordinary covari
ance estimates obtained from Table 5. 
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To estimate >... we proceed in two steps: first, initial leasti.r 
squares estimates are computed for the coe·fficients of equation (3. 1) without 
the .benefit of the extraneous estimators utilized in assumption (3.2), and 
second, the capital and labor coefficients are restricted to the values pre-
>. 32scribed by (3.2) and new estimates are computed for a. and . .i.r i.r 
The values of A(l) obtained in step 1, and A(2) obtained in step 2, 
are found in Table 11. Results t:re presented only for Yugoslavia as a whole. 
These results strongly favor the A(2) coefficients which is based on the ex­
traneous estimators and restricted regression~ The large dispersion of >,,{l), 
. even including negative values, occurs because the _corresponding unrestricted 
estimates of a and aare highly unntable (values that are negative or greater 
than 1.5 are common). The high multi-collinearity of the data together with 
33
varying amounts of underutilized capacity in ·both the capital and labor 
measures makes it impossible to estimate all three coefficients with only 
. time series.. The estimates for ),, (2) are much better. There are no negative 
values and the range, running 0.9 to 5o9 is not excessive. 
Another test of the extraneous estimators is to compute how destructive 
2 
assumption (3.2) is to the coefficient of multiple determina~ion (R ). A com­
parison of columns three and four 0£ Table 11 reveals that only for agricul­
ture (002) is there a large drop when the extra~eous estimators are used: 
32The same result is achieved by directly computing the single re­
gression, Y. t - a .K. t - fl.Li t = a. + >.. T + E.• This, however,1.r 1. 1.r ·1. r :i.r ·1.rt 1.rt 
would not permit a test of assumption (3o 2). The technique of "restricted 
least squares" is described in Goldberger, ..2P-• cit., pp. 256-258. 
33At this level of disaggregation there is little chance of calculating 
capacity utilization coefficients fnr capital, let alone labor. To our know­
ledge, no satisfactory data exists for making such computations, particularly 









 SECTORAL ESTIMATES OF TECH!IICAL PRCGRESS· - - ~ 
. .. 






. l.(1) .l.(2) Rf(1) :]' 
Total Social s~ctor (0
00) 2.1 .. .3. 8 .995 .991 3 •.93 -
4.5 .9_99 .997 5.10(001) 8,9Industry & Mining 
4.3 .979 .882 20.21_(002) -8,4 --Agriculture & Fishing 
.884 .852 1.25. (003) 26. 5 3.3Construct i.on 
(004) 7,5· s.o·- .993 
4,86 
: Transportation & Communication 
2.1 .998 .981 31.00Coos) 9.3 - -- -·---- ..llandicraft · . 
6.03
(006) :-:1.2 1.6 .995 
.989
Retail Trade &Other 
- (111) 7.2 5.2 .990 9
89 0.35 
Electricity • 0.33- . lf..2 '• _ ::_-.903... ("112) 5.6Coal &Coal Hining 
16.49-. :_.988- . -- (113) 12.1 0.9·Food> Drink &Tobacco 
• 995 2.18- - _-:- ~: ~(114) ~1.7 1. 5 ~:-•- ._997 .
Textiles &"Clothing 
.987 26.50- .. (115) . 2.0Timber & Furniture 
.992 2,71 
· Paper, Printing & Publishing. (116) 
10.6 
• 9.93 0.86
..·(117) .ti. 9Leather, Rubber &Footwear 
. - · ~ .995 .971 23. 59- (118) 10.2
Stone, Clay &Glass 
- - - :i(119) 13.5. s.·a.\ ·-,~~- .~.999 
6.43 
Chemicals &Petroleum 
a: 9 .996.. 
.... 
, .(120) 4.6 
.994 1.67 
Metal Using 
.993 . 27. 94







from • 970 to • 8132. An F test of (3.2) is made for each industry•. A value 
of '3" greater than the critical limit F. 025 = 5. 71 causes a rejection at a 
• 025 significance level; of the hypothesis ·;:hat (3. 2) is a correct specifica­
tion. For seven of the nineteen sectors w:i.th J values over ten, the hypo­
thesis expressed by (3.2) is strongly _rejected; For three others with values 
between five and six, acceptance or rejection is not cle~r cut. While a 
forceful acceptance of (3.2) is found fer only one-half of the sectors, this 
· is not a surprising o"!:' c!estructive outcome for the use of extraneous estimators. 
To the contrary, it is a rather strong outcome. As mentioned ear lier, the 
unrestricted estimates contain many negative and ctherwise unacceptable co­
·efficients. When comparison is m3de betw~en the extraneous estimators and 
any set of "reasonable" output elasticities, the di ffe;:ence in the squared 
35error is small. For this reason, we argce ch~t o::ccept1nce· of (3.2) for 
one-half the sectors is a strong :,houing. 
The ultimate test of the extraneous e_ntimator hypothesis, however,· 
must be the reasonableness of the te-.::h1.ical pro£ress coefficients they generate. 
Further evidence on this, in the fo"t"m of .r ::gion~ 1 estimates, is found in 
· Table 12. For Yugos 1.:::via and th~ Nc.:-th, a H of the_ coefficients are positive 
but less than. eight per cent. F::,.:- the South, Serbia J:roper and the South 
less Serbia Proper, four sectcrn show r,.:: leust one negative coefficient and 
three have at least one value greater than ,'!ight percent.· Witl;t ninety-five 
SS_E(?-) - SSE(ll34The test statin~ic is a-:::r-' -·-- 11..::.E. q SSE(l) 
where SSE(2) and SSE(l) ar.e th~ aum of the ~qu~:red errors comi)uted with and 
without the specification (3. 2), "J? is tl1e nur.il:-~"t" of cbservations (13); r is 
the number of parameters P.stimBted ~4); ,'.]ncl· q ic the number of extraneous re-
. strictions impo3ed (2). Several critical limits ara F.025 = 5.71, F.05 = 4.26 
and F.10 = 3. 01. 
35This is cone luded o~ the :.,c!li.:::: of tr5.:l 1 r~gr~ssions uf-ing the. para­




REGlO!-fAL ESTI:-:;'.T;::;S OF Ti:C2'.iICAL PRCGP.ESS 
•- - ~ - (in per cent )-./---
I 
South les::;, 
= - - Yugo- - Serbia :-scrl::>ia- . -
.. slavia North South Proper Prober,••, 
Total Social Sector (000) 3.8
 3.7 3.3 3.7 2.7 
(001) 4.5 3.9 4.9 5.0 4.6Industry & Hining 
-~ericulture & Fishi:1~ (002) 4.3 
7.1 -1.11 -1.6 0.4 
2.3 11. 7 -0.6{003) 3.3 .. 3.2Construction - - . -- - . -
(004) 5. 0 _ 
~ 
5.4 5.5 6.1 4.7T~ansportation'& Communication 
1.8(005) 2.1 0.1 2.0 2.1Handicrafts :--
_...,. 
(006) 1.6 1.7 1.5 1.7 0.8Re.tail Trade and other 
12.6 12.5(111) 5.2 .1. 8 12.4Electricity -
... 11. 3
'..Coal & Coal_ Mining (112) 4.2 
4.7 4.6 4.7 
-3.6 -3.2 -11. 0
Food, Drink & Tobacco (113) 0.9 
2.3 
2.2 9.2(114) 1.5 0.8 3.9Textiles & Clothing 
Timber & Furniture ·. -(115) 4.2 2.-
9 0.7 2.1 4.8 
5.4 2. 7-. 13.2
Paper_, Printing & Publishing (116) 3.8 
2.8 
5.9
Leather, Rubber & Footwear _(117) 2.8 3
. 1· 1.9 1.2 
(118) 4.2 2.9 5.2 5.3 11. 9· Stone, Clay &Glass 
Chemicals & Petroleum , (119) _5. 8 
. 6. o 4.8 6. 7 _ 1.8 
-0-- -·•- - --·. 
3.3 5.3 5.ij 5. ll(120) 3.9Metal Using 






-2.ll -.o.s -2.7 
•
..;;,.-_. , . 
-' - - . -
r--• ::::~ -- -, ,. ~ - -·· -
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coefficients in all, these outliers are to be expected. 
The footnote on page 52 re legates economic analysis to the companion 
papers which follow. Nevertheless, four observations and a generalization 
concerning technical progress are made. First, for the total social sector, 
the rate of neutral technical progress is between 2.7 and 3.7 for alt of the 
regions of Yugoslavia. The North and Serbia Proper are both at the high end 
of this range and the South less Serbia Proper is at the low end. Second, for 
industry and mining, the pace of technical progress is quicker, but again it 
bas a comparatively small range of 3.9 to 5.0, and this time the North is at 
-the bottom of the range while Serbia Proper and the South. less Serbia Proper 
are at the top. Third, for agriculture the range is much larger, 7.1 to -1.6, 
and this time the North is at the top while two southern regions are at the. 
bottom. A scrutiny of the other large, one-digit sectors reveals only com­
paratively small regional variation. Four, for the branches of industry and 
mining, the southern regions do comparatively better versus the North in such 
non-agricultural, resource-oriented sectors as electricity (111), metal 
making (120) and meta 1 using (121). The North, on the other hand, is superior 
in the consumer-oriented industries, food, drink and tobacco (t13) and leather, 
rubber and footw.?ar (117), cm the high technology areas such as chemica ls and 
petroleum (119). 
The generalization is that the comparatively modest aggregate advan­
tage of the North in dynamic efficiency is primarily due to its more market­
oriented agriculture and food precessing industries rather than advantages in 
the area of heavy industry. In contrast, the southern regions show significant 
superiority in the resource-oriented sectors (other than agriculture) and in 
the processing industrie:5 associated with those resources. 
-_64··. 
The principal goal ·of this paper is t_o_ obtain disaggregate estimates 
of p.:-.:>duction function coefficient suitable for analyzing_ the growth o
_f out­
This goal is t".et. Having gor:.e this fa;:, however, ue takeput in Yugoslavia. 
one more step and rr.easure, for the Yugoslav social_secto~ _as a whole, the con­
tribution of resource mobilization, zconomies of scale, ~nd neutral .techni~
al 
Tab le 13 gives the rates of [;rowth for output,progress to output growth. 
r r • • ~-
i-·nputs and t he va 1ue o f the sea
1e c_cerr:...c:;.~n... 
36 
The impressive growth :.:-ates of socia 1 sector ente.:-prises is revealed 
bere--value added in the social sec':or grcws by_ nearly .:~:n percent per 
year. 
This output growth, however, is m.'.ltched by a_n equ21ly :i.mp!"essive job of re­
source mobilizatio.1--capital nnd labo'!'." grm1 at over si}~ percent per year. 
The resultant residual for technic.:l progress approacl1cs ~~~~r percent. 
Roughly, we c-onclude that forty per.cen': of output growth is.due to technical
 
Since returns to scale are close·progress and sixty percent tQ factor inputs. 
:to unity, its contribution in m_;_nim.'.l l. Similarly, since the rates of grow
th 
- ·• --· - .. - - ~ ~-0' 
- . 
:--of capital and labor are nearly equal, the r.ontribution_of 
11 capital_ deepening" 
=1s also slight. 
:there is a good deal of variability in these fi~dings, but the explana­
:-tion or growth in terrr.s of 11eJ,tensive C:ave lopment11 with high rates of balanced 
-rresource mobilization and substantial technical progress is not contr
adicted. 
If we could forget the large, comparatively s_tagn.::int priv~te sector, o
utput 
growth could even be der.cribed as balanced. A discuscion of sectoral Growth 
~-and development policies, hoi~ever, is beyond the scop•~ of this papc_r. 
36The rate of technicn 1 pr.ogress i::i · fro:u a le~rnt squ,'."res rc8ression 
,·"and is a continuous rai:e of g:i:-ow~h; wh-:-rea:,, the rnte5 of growth of capit
al, 
labor and output arc annual compounci r::ite::-: of g:-m-,th. For this reason, the
 
'-'elasticity weighted rate o[ rcsou:-cf"! g.:owth plu'1 the rate of technic
al progress 
is not nccessari ly equal to the =.:it~. o!: output i:;rm'1th~ · 'I'his i.s to be 
r_evised. 
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I RATES Of G?-.OHTH l'J·:D RETURiiS TO SCALE: 1952 to 19G1t 
l (in per cents) 
"·· . 
3.8 9.8 102(000) 6.0 6.5 6.2
Total Social Sector 
7.0 4.5 11.3 192(001) 6.8 7.4Industry &Mining 
8.7 98(002) 7.2 8.0 7.1Agriculture & Fishing 
3.3 7.0 93(003) 1.J.O 9.3 5.0Construction 
954.5 1.8 3.8 5.0 8.9
Transportation &Communication 
Handfcr·aft (005}
 8.8 10.6 9.1 2.1 10. l~ 10
0 
1.6 ., • 6 98(006) 5.0 12.3Re'tail Trade & Other 
101
· (111) 7.0 9.4 7.8 5.2Elect1~icity 
3.6 1.7 4.2 6.0 105
·coal & Coal Mining .(112) 
0.8 
0.9 114
Food, Drink & Tobacco (113} 
8.0 7.8 9.1 
106
(11lJ-) 7.8 6.8 8.1 1.5 9.6Te.xtiles & Clothing 
3.0 5.5 ll-. 2 99
Timber & Furniture · (115). 
6.4 
3._8 13.4 97
Papert Printing &Publishing (116) 9.6 
12.8 9.8 
11. l~ 1io. {117) 7.9 7.2 s·.6 2.8
Leather, Rubber & Footwear 
.(118) s.s 5.7 6.3 109Stone, Clay & Glass 
Chemicals & Petroleum (119) 9.5
 · 10.2 10. 3 5.8 15 .l¼ 106 
112
(120) 9.2 10.1 3.9Uetal Usi~g 
•
. . (121) 3.7 5.7 5.9 9.9 115
Metal Making 
8.5 105(122) 22.1 9.0 2.1Hiscellaneous 
s': Annual Compound rate cf growth from 
1952 to 196t1. 
7 The ucir;hts a:::-c the orclini1ry~·covar
inncc·.:cstinm.tcs · frorn. 
·:'=*Continuo'.l:::: compound rate of- ·growth 
from J.eust square rci_~rc.ssion. 
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DATA APPENDIX 
Value added, employment and capital stock sta
tistics are described 
in this appendix. Complete statistics for th
e years 1J52-1966, for five 
For the reader who is al­
regions, and 21. industries are presented at th~ en
d. 
ready familiar with Yugoslav statistica 1 sources o
r who is only interested in 
the broad out lines, a feu sentences will suffice. 




Since official constant price seriesthe Yugoslav measure of "socia 1 product.
11 
are not available for the branches of industr
y and mining, these missin::; series 
are estimated by the method of bi-proportional ma
trices. Employ~ant is measured 
on an average annual basis and is taken direc
tly from the publications of the 
- . 
Capita 1 stock statistics are more comp lex. InFedera 1 Statistica 1 Bureau. 
addition to our standard sectoral and geographic di
sag:::;regation, we present a 
breakdown of fixed assets according to struct
ures and equipment. The perpetual 
inventory method is used, and the base period
 is related to Ivo Vinsl:.y 
I s esti­
A unique. feature of the estimates is themates after conversion to 1~66 prices. 
use' of durability wei:;hts for aggregatinG structur
en and equipment into t ota 1 
fixed assets. 
The remaining pages are written for those who 





The Yugoslav concept of "socia 1 product" principally differs from 
"gross value added" in Western terminology be':ause a3gregate measures e:.:c lude 
value added originating in the service industries. Since, in this a·ppendix, 
we only deal with productive (non-service) sectors of the economy, no problem 
is created by this discrepancy. Th·e statistica 1 yearbooks for 196l~ through 
1960 present social product in constant 1960 dinars by republics for the seven 
ma_jor economic sectors. For Yugoslavia as a whole, but not by republic, a 
further disaggregation into 22 sub-branches of industry is also available. 
Two transformations of this data are necessary: first, all series must be 
transformed from 1960 prices to 1966 prices; and second, constant price-series 
must be estimated for our 12 branch disaggre3ation of industry and rninin~. The 
conversion to 1966 prices is easily performed by multiplying, each sector by 
the percentage increase in prices between those two years. While this pro­
cedure does not allow for intra-sectora 1 price chanr;es, these can be expected 
to be relatively unimportant in comparison with the inter-sectoral chan:::;es. 
In particular, by shiftinr; to the 1%6 price base we benefit from the major 
·rationalization of prices ,-1hich occurred in the EG5 reform. This reform caused 
significant upward revision of agricultural and rm-, materials prices in compari­
son with producer goods. 
The problem of estimating a constant 1;66 price, regional series of 
social product for each of the 12 branches of industry and i.1ining is resolved 
by applying the method of bi-proportional matrices. This method is available 
to us because the required data are available in current prices for each year, 
and the marginal totals for industry and minin3 and for the five regions are 
·.. _', 
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Thus, for each year we haveavailable in both current and fixed 1966 prices. 
a two--dimensiona 1 array of current price statistics (the
 rows being the· 12 
branches of industry and the columns being the five reg
ions), whereas mar­
ginal totals in both current and fixed prices are avail
able. What we wish 
to do is convert the elements of the two-dirr.ensional t~
ble from current to 
1966 price base. 
In mathematic~lly similar situations the method of bi-p
roportionzl 
and in
matrices has been used in demographic analysis i:>y Der,1i
ng and Steffan
··1 
- . 2 If ue assume an independenceup-dating input-output matrices by B.achurach. 
of r~-1 and column effects, then the method of bi-proportion
al matrices has 
the characteristic thnt the derived ce 11 estimates minimize the
 sum of the 
from their orii;inalsq·ua·red deviations of their fina 1 fixed price va l1,1es 
. 3
current price values. 
In practice, rather than first aggre::;atin:; republics into r
egions 
arid -aggregating the 22 Yugoslav sub-branches of industry
 into our 12 sub-
..
branches, we perform the bi-proportional estimation for the 
more disar;3recate 
data and performed the a~~regation afterwords. Since the a
moutt of price 
inflation in industrial branches ,,1as comparatively s liLht be
tween 1952 and 
1066, it is felt that ,-1ith one exception no serious error was i
ntroduced 
-
by this procedure. For tobacco, ,,here the product is d
e finitely not homo-
geneous by regions and where different price trends ex
ist for the various 




E}cpected Marpin2l Totals are Know," Annc1ls of Mathemat
ical Statisticc, 
Vol. XI (1S40), pp. 427-444. 
Internationa 1211Estimati ng Non-negative Mn trices froin Nargina 1 Data,
11 
(Sept. 1%5), pp. 2~l:--31C.Economic Review, Vol. 6, No. 3 
_ . 3D. Friedlander,, "A Technique for Estimatin~ n Contin
f;ency Table, 
G'iven the Narginal Totals and Sorr.e Sup.plcmentary Data," Jour
nal of the !loyal 
Statisticn 1 S ocietv, CXXIV., Series A, Part 3 (1% 1), pp.
 412-420. 
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products, an important error may be present. Tobacco, however, is the only 
one of the 22 branches for which this effect was pronounced. 
SECTION B 
EMPLOYNEN.r 
Employment in the social sector by industrieG arid republics from 
1952 to 1963 is given in Statistical Bulletin ·31c. 8imilar data for su0se­
_,, 
quent years is contained in the Statistical Yearbooks. From 1952 to U55, 
the data in SB31O are obtained from monthly s~rveyo of all firms in the social 
sector, and after 1955 from semi-annua 1 surv~ys. E~cc lusions include appren­
tices, part time employed, overseas employed, etc. Since 1961 an alternate 
series obtained from the complex annual reports (KGI) is available. Except 
for agriculture, the difference between these two series is that the KGI 
series is based on a 12-period average while the SB31O series is based on a 
2-period av·erage. Also, SB31O gives more complete coverage to seasonal em­
ployment in agriculture. 
In general, the data on employment in the social sector appears quite 
reliable. Coverage with respect to the number of firms is virtually exhaustive. 
The principal problem would seem to be the omission of ;•moonlighters" (in­
cluded only once as their principal occupation), temporary agricultural 
workers, and "dead brigades." The latter term refers to fictitious or part­
time workers who appear as full-time employees on payroll lists, principally 
in order to reduce the enterprise's taxes~ 4 The "brir;ades" presum.'.lbly are 
included in the employment statistics but there are no published estimates of 
4
Bcnjandn Ward, "The Firm in Illyrfo: Market Syndicalism", AmericanEconomic Revic~t, Vol. 4C, p. 5G4. 
This study assumes their numbers are neglitib
le and no ad­
their magnitude, 
justments are made in the employment data which 
are taken directly from 
SB31C and since 1963 from the Statistical Yearb
ooks. 
SECTION C 
TIME SERIES DATA APPENDIX 
PART I, ESTIMATION OF THE CAPITAL STOCK 
Introduction 
All firms in the social sector of the Yu3oslav economy
 ere required 
to report, in detail, the nature of their capit
nl account transactionD uith 
This provides the bank with a completethe bank on whom credits are drawn.. 
s~t- of investment data distinguishing investmen
ts_ in inventory, equiprnent, 
and structures from other transactions of the
 enterprises. This datn is 
t:>_~~~ished in highly dis~g3regate form, by thr
ee digit branches of the 
economy, republics and autonomous regions, p
rivate and social sectors (the 
private sector investments are obtained by much c
ruder estimates), and by 
technical types of investment (total, structures, 
equipment, and other), 
~nd provides an ~nusually sound statistical base 
for estimatin~ capital 
The recent publicntion
stock according to the perpetual inventory method
. 
of this data by the Institute for Economic Invest
ments in five volumes en­
tit led Investments l'..'l:-6-1%6, and tot;o ling ove
r one thousand pages, mnkes 
a critical contribution to the underlying dat
a blocl~ by converting all in­
These statistics serve as the basis for ourvestments into 1966 prices, 
capital stock estimates,
~------ ~ --~--~~ .. •---~-T-·--- •-
Perhaps the most serious possible flaw in these 
statistics is that, 
by accident or dcsi3n, the enterprises may underst




by using bank credits 3ranted for inventory financinc to purchase fixed 
assets. During the years preceeding th_e 1965. Reform, there are numerou~ 
allega~ions of this practice in the newspapers. Insofar as this erroneous 
reporting exists, it can be expected to dampen reported investments during.. . . . 
periods of high demand accompanied by tight bank credits. 
·Our capital stock estimates are by no means the first for Yugo:::lavia. 
The investrr£nt data has been available for some years and has been imagina­
tively and painstakingly exploited by Dr. Ivo Vinski in a long series of 
publications analyzing the zrO'wth of Yugoslav capital stock. Vinski 's 
work is based on the investment series described above.· His estimate::: of 
· the base period c_apita 1 stock are derived from a detailed inventory of 
1structures and equipment in the social sector made by the government in 1953. 
. . . . 
:...~--........ , . ~....•. -::, .• ',:; \_:~:~·:~:O·>."=t:.;_·:·:;.;.~·•_, 
. ; '· ..:-~or:e/~¢'<;~nt~y'/'.~-~-:':1°%2 and 1%6, the government revalued the capital stock 
. . .': ... ·, ·_ .... , :·~···£'':•. ,..· 
_ _ ·9f' ~n~e-rpr{~e·s~: :..: ·A~ong other things, this revalorization is designed to 
. •.. .- . . ..·.•- ...· 
· inctea·se the value of capital assets upon which the firm must pay rent. 
1 
. . A partia 1 list of the most important of Dr. Vinski 's works on the 
Yugoslav· capital stoc~-- may ~e helpfule The result::: of the 1S53 census of 
fixed assets are presented in English in "National Wealth of Yui_;oslavic: at 
the end of J.953," _Incorr.e and Health, Series VIII (London: Bowes and Bm·JCs, 
1~59), pages 160-192. These estimates for 1953 are e~~tended to the I'.errnblics 
of Yugoslavia in the publication Proc iena Nac:fona lnor: Dor:atstva po podruc jina 
Jugoslaviaviie (Zagreb: Ekonomski Institut, 195S:). Usin0 the pcrpctuc.11 
inventory method the re~ional estimates are then used to prepare capital 
stock estimates for the entire post uar period _in 1~56 prices with the result. 
being presented in Proc jen3 RCJstc1 Fiksnih Fondow: no Jugos lavenskin Rcriub lilwna 
od 1%(; do 1%0 (Zagreb: E!~onomski Institut, 1%5). Hore recently, .:1 six 
sector breakdm-m for Yu2os lavia as a whole is ~.iven in 1962. prices for the 
yeats 194/:. to 196L~ in the article 11 llat Filcsnih Fondovn Jugos lavijc ad El14 
do 1%L:," Ekonomist, Broj for 1965, pp. 667-679. Estimates for the preHar 
period are also cvailablc in "Nntional Product and Fi~~ed Assets in the 
Territory of Jugoslavia: B09-195S," Income and Health, Series IX (London: 
Bowes and Bowes, 1961), r>P• 206-233. 
2
The 1962 rcvalorization of fixed assets serves as a basis for the 
capital stock series presented by Gojko Grdjic, " 
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These two sources of initia 1- capital stock, the 
1953 Survey which underlies 
Vinski 's work, and the 1%2 and 1966 revaloriza
tion, are both used by us 
to obtain our base year capita 1 stock figures. 
CONrRIBUTION OF THE NEW ESTillATES 
We believe that our estimates make two si~nif
icant contributions to 
the existing capital stock figures, as well as a 
number of minor improvements. 
first, the use of durability wei~htsThe tt-70 important contributions are: 
when aggregatin~ over equipment and structures;. an
d second, the presenta:. 
tion of a disaggregate series of capital stock 
for the sub-branches of in­
The need to ,-1ei~ht equipment anddustry by regions and investment type. 
structures by their respective durabilities arise
s because, even under 
idealized circumstances, the dollar cost of a
n investment ~ood is not a 
For example,
satisfactory measure of that item's contribut
ion to output. 
assume there are t\-10 identica 1 machines, A and
 i3 which produce one unit 
of output except that A has an average lensth of li
fe of 10 years uhi le 
machine B has an aver~ge len:::;th of life o.f one\ye
.ar. In a per feet ly c ora­
petitive economy which equalizes the discounted v
alue of expected future 
t-)bile
receipts, the price of machine A will be te.n time
s that of machine B. 
dollar expenditure on each of the machines is a s
atisfactory measure of the 
cost of the investment soods, it is an inadequate
 measure of their contribu­
tion to current production. Specifically, a doll
ar of investment in machine 
B produces ten times the current output that a do
llar investment in lllllchine 
properly aer:;reeate machines with different li
fe expectancies
A does. To 
we must first weight the capita 1 goods by thei
r respective durabilitiea. 
.73.. 
The proper proce·dure for doin3 this and the required assumptions are de-
7 
·')tailed by Haavelmoo 
For practical reasons we distinguish only betl1een two types of in­
vestments, structures and equipments. Each of these aggregates is assumed 
to have its own avera~e length of life. Let K* denote the um,1eighted sum 
of the dollar value of structures, s, and equipment, E. This is the rnar::;nitude 
of fixed assets which the enterprise reports for accounting purposes and 
is the definition given in (1). In contrast, our measure of fixed assets, 
which utilizes the durability weights C~ and C~, · is 3iven by the variaole 
l. l. 
Kin equation (2). These ,-1eights depend upon the rate of interest, P; 
(1) 'C.* - S -l E~].. . - . 
l. l. 
s. cs+ Ce(2) ..",1 = E.• 
l. i l. i 
-..,,' 
-pM2cs e e= i -pM.1 a i 
-pH
Ce 1 - e = e1 -pli
1 - e i 
the average length of life of equipment M.e. , the avera~e length of life of 
l. 
s -structures M.; and an arbitrary nor ma lizntion coefficient M. Given 
l. 
7Trygve Haavelmo, ~t\1dy in the Thcor_y o_f__!_nyestn,ent (Chicn~o: 
University of Chica30 Press, 1~60), PPc ~7-102. See also the discussion of 
this topic in the conte;::t of investr.1ent functions by Svi Grilich2s, 11 C,1pital 
Stock in Investment Functions 11 in _i'1eas_urement in Economics, Ed. Carl Christ 
and Others (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1%3), pp. 115-137. 
The necessary assumptions concernin~ mnr(:et equilibrium used by 
Haavelmo are: (1) th.it the rate of interest, P, is e;::pectcd to rcnk1in con­
stant over the life of investment goods; (2) that the annunl deflated :i_ncome 
from owning capitn 1 3oods is expected to remain constant over their life; 
and (3) that the purchase va luc of capita 1 r,oods is equa 1 to their discounted 
future income stre.:im. These nre heady requirements, ~J3rticular ly for a 
Socialist economy, but in some ways they appcnr to 0e better satisfied for 
the unique blend of socialistic plnnning and enterprise decentralization 
that constitutes the Yugos Inv econonl'J than they ·,1ould be for the typicc! 1 
capitalist economy. For e;rnmple, at lcnst in theory, the central planning 
of investn~ents should eliminate mnny of the uncertninties that are associated 
with uncoordinated, independent investment decisions. These uncertainties 
cause investments in particular areas to have high riot( premiums thct raise 
the rnte of interest which is to be used in discountin3 future receipt 
streams. Indeed, our estimntion problems for the vm:iable P are quite simple 
since: for the grent majority of firms, an unchan:::;inc; chnrge of 6% pe1.· 
annum was the lendin2; rate of the Yugos lnv government. 
·- __I 
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estimates of these four coefficients we may construct a capital stock series 
for the variables K l1hose usefulness in production function analysis is 
markedly superior to the variable K*. The magnitude of the differences 
in the coefficients Cs and Ce, and the significgnt differential in the rate 
of growth of S and E in the Yugoslav economy sug:;ests that Haavelmo
1 s con­
jecture that ••• "It is my Guess that such a procedure {conversion to an 
equalidurability basis), even if it is very rough and approximate, would 
be a definite improvement over the customary, but unfounded, method of 
"· as S ·'-, E. 110 
The second important contribution of .our capita 1 stoc!, series is a 
disaggregation of industry into its.sub-branches. Until this time, there 
bas been no capita 1 stock series available for thf::se branches either for 
Yugoslavia as a whole or by regions. Our estimates, available by five 
regions, are presented for 12 branches of industry. These twelve brv.nches 
measuring~· '' simp 1y 
represent an aggregation of the 22 branches available in the Yugoslav three 
digits classifications. The aggregation used is presented in Table 1. The 
regional disaggregation of capital stock into our five cate3ories is 
particularly difficult to make since it requires a division of the Repu::ilic 
of Serbia into its components, the Uza Podrucc, the Vojovdina, and the Xos­
met. For time periods prior to 1952 there is very little data availaole 
for these autonomous recions. The ab~ve-Lnentioned publication of the IEI 
presents, for the first time publicly, investment data for these areas. 
Among the minor improvements we would include the conversion of all 
of our series to 1%6 prices., Vinsld 
I s regionally disazire:;ate data is 
__., p.31bid 101. 
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only available in 1~66 prices and his most recent national data is in 1S62 
prices. Our use of the post-1965 reform prices embodies the rationaliza­
tions of the price system ,-1hich is an important coal of that reform. 
Another distinctive feature, if not an unmixed i~provement, is the use of 
exponential decay in estimatin2; retirements. Vinski 's capital stocl~ esti­
mates deduct a retirement component apparently_ based upon the assumption 
of a 11 one horse shay." That is, an item of capital with ;:in expected average 
length of life M produces for exactly M years and then becomes totally ob­
solete and is replaced. In contrast, exponential decay assumes that, in 
· each year a fraction t of the still-e'xistin3 capitc:il stock is subject to 
replncement. llhile there is scant empirical evidence for choosing betueen 
these two assumptions, retirement according to e1:ponentia 1 decay is con­
siderably simpler for computational purposes and is more pleasine to our 
0 
!.Rriorl intuition.~ Computational simpiicity is achieved because retire-
ments in any given period are a function only of the mdsting unretired 
capital stock arid do not depend upon the time stream of past investments. 
We turn now from our discussion of what is new about our capita 1 stoc~: 
series to ·a more detailed discussion of the method used, and particularly 
of the major problems encountered. 
PROBLEMS OF ESTINATI ON 
Estimation of capital stock according to the perpetual inventory 
.method demands the availa0ility of two sets of data: One for investments 
and the other for a base period measure of capital. In ad~ition to these 
9A discussion of this is available in Haavelmo, Ibid., p. 127, and 
in Griliches, .Q.Q.• cit., p. 119. An empirical study of the importance of 
this assumption is [:,iven lJy Helen StnncTice, "Depreciation, Obsolescence, 
and the Neasurcmcnt o.i: the i~gcrcgate C.:1pital Stoc~: o:i: the United States, 
1900-1%2." Jhc Rcvieu of Income and Hcal~h, Series 13, No. 2 1 June 1%7, 
.PP• llS-154. 
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two requirements and their attendant problems, our use 
of durability ~-,eights 
-
must somehow o'btainwhen aggregating structures and equipment means that ~-1e 
estimates of the average lengths of life for these ~-10 type
s of investment. 
Since the IEI investment data described above is made to o
rder for o_ur pur­
There­
pose, no further discussion of this most critical item _is re
quired. 
fore, 't-Je concentrate our discussion. on the estimates of base
 period ca!_)ital 
stock, and the average lensth of life of equipment and struc
tures. As a 
(7) present tl:e :for­
preliminary to these discussions equations (3) throu~;h
 
mulas used in computation. Equations (3) and (l:.) define th
e stock of 
.structures and the retirement of structures as: 
+ c5 s(3) s = s Rijt , and
ijt. iJt-1 i
s. . 1 
Rs = _1.1t-_(4) 
~ijt Ms 
i 
Equations (5) and (6) define the stock of equipment and the
 retirement of. 
equipment as: 




Total capital stock is then obtained as the direct sum
. 
s e 
refer to investment in structures and equi~ment,In the above, lijt and lijt 
to time, and C~ and c: are aswhere i refers to industry, j to region, and t
,..._,, 
A value of P of • 06 and l1 of 21.1 is selected. The l
atter
defined in (1). 
1.-s~the avera~e--lencth of life we estimate for the tota 1 cap
ita 1 stoc!: in 
the productive part of the social sector of the economy. 
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THE PROBLEH OF AVERAGE LEK'GTH OF LIFE 
Consider first the problem of estimatinc the average length of life 
e · s 
of equipment and structures, M and H • Lac kin:; !)oth a tab le de·scribin::; 
the expected length of life of physical items .of capital stock, as well as 
an enumeration of the various types of physical capital, \·~e must instead 
use financia 1 data on depreciation changes and the boo~.: value of fi:~e<l 
assets to infer these lenGths of life or for each of the industry r;roups 
and for structures, equipment, and total capital. Eowever, usin:::;even 
this indirect procedure, lac:~ of data prohibits us from dcrivin13 rer;ional 
estimates of each of these magnitudes. Actually, this may be an advantaee 
since regiona 1 differences in depreciation rates may reflect di ffercnces 
in depreciation policy rather than differences in the durability of c2pital 
e-oods. (A leadinc Yur;os lavic economist suggests that during this period 
the southern repub lies are ri1ore inc lined to underestimate depreciation in 
order to increase distributable earnings than are the northern republics 
who are more confident that contributions to the depreci.ation fund will 
ultimately become available to the enterprise itselr so that such con­
tributions are both a tm~ offset to current income and a source of future 
investment fund.) In any event, our applicaUon of national coefficients 
to the various republics presumes that the durability of c2pital ~ood~ does 
not vary regionally, at least not within the lC sectors for which we rna!:e 
estimates. Our length of life estimates are bnsed upon the fact that Yu2;0-
1· · · lOs 1 . . t. accordins· t o 1e straig· h 1ne bas~s.av enterprises compuLC. derrecia ion tl t 
l~l 7lODr · · I 1c1·1c. Pod ·:u_[_os. i 1c. - 1 ..agomin VOjni c, _nvcs t. · na ruc·,u. 1nv 'J1 ;:>:.,, 
(Zagreb: Ekonomsld Institut, 1%0), p. lJC. 
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According to this procedure depreciation in any year where an ente
rprise 
is -computed as a simple fraction 1/M of the book value of a 11 unde
preciated 
Given data on the book value of equipment and structures, andassets~ 
data on the annual flow of depreciation charges which are attributa
ble 
to equipment and to structures, it is a simple matter to estimate M
 as 
the ratio of the book value of capital to the depreciation flow... I
n practice 
The choice ofour data is an average for the years 1963, 1964- and 1965. 
these periods is predicated on the fact that the revalorization of 
capital 
at the end of 1962 provides a good initia 1 point, that the second r
evn loriza­
tion of capita 1 in 1966 makes the incorporation of this and later y
enrs 
The
misleading, and that an average value over three years reduces nois
e. 
sources of our data are given in a footnote to Table 2. The cited 
Statis­
ti'cal Bulletins are unusual in that they present the accumulated d
eprecia-
tion fund separately for equipment and structures, thus making it possib
le 
to estimate depreciation over the three year period as the differen
ce 
between the end period depreciation fund in 1965 and the initial d
eprecia­
tion fund in 1962. A valid objective to this procedure is that it negle
cts 
that· totally depreciated ~ssets are constantly bein3 removed from 
both 
the book value of fi:ced assets account and the (;lepreciation fund ac
count. 
While it would be possible to estimate the mannitude of these removals by
 
our first
using round estimates of Mand then going back and obtaining a seco
nd 
round set of M corrected for this phenomena, it is not fc lt that th
is trnuld 
alter the estimates sufficie11tly to justify the additional labors. 
The 
complete set of average length of life estimates used in our durab
ility 
For the Tota 1 Productive Sector,Bfmregation are presented in Table 2. 




(15. 9 years for equipment and 33. 5 years. for structures) appears to be a 
reasonable magnitude. For individual sectors, the high values for Trans­
portation and Communication, and Handicraft appear proper, as does the low 
value for Construction, and Industry and Mining. The rather low, 16~4 
estimate for Agriculture appears somewhat surprisin6 to this author but 
it is not unreasonable. Our estimates for the sub-branches of industry 
present sorre difficulties since, in a few cases, remova 1 of items from the 
depreciation fund does caase unduly sma 11 values for depreciation that 
.result in unusually long lengths of life, in one case infinite. To 
correct for this we impose the restri~tion that Hs be no greater than 50 
years, and M
e be no greater than 25 years. In the cases where these 
restrictions are imposed, the unconstrained values are given in parenthe-
sis. 
THE PROBLEM OF THE INITIAL CAPITAL STCCK 
The most difficult problem is to obtain base year estimates of the 
capital stock. For the six major sectors of the economy there is no 
serious problem since we have Dr 1 Vinski I s estimates for 1946 available 
by republics in 1956 prices. For these sectors only three adjustments 
are necessary: (1) use the implicit lEl investment price deflators to 
adjust to the 1966 price base; (2) separate the· Uze Podruce· and Vojvodina 
from the aggregate for Serbia in order to compute our North-South aggre­
gates; and (3) remove estimates for the private sector from Vinski 
1 s totals 
which are for both the private an<l Gocial sectors. The solution to the 
first problem is already stated, the solution to the second problem is 
identica 1 to the method we used to estimate the branch data described 
belcx~, and the solution to the third problem, 
the separation of social 
and private sector capita 1 stock, uses estimates f
or agricultura 1 and handi­
Using
craft also _developed by Vinski but -which are not w
idely known. 
11 
Vinski 1 s data it is possible to estimate an initial 
capital stock for any 
From one point of view the most sat is factory y
ear would be
y~ar since 1946. 
1953 since that is the date of the capita 1 census f
rom ~-1hich Vinski obtains 
Thus for 1953, his use of the one-horse-shay 
replacement
hls estimates. 
assumption has no bearing on the estimates ma
de for that single year. This 
fs:·n:ot true of other years. Nevertheless, thi
s is not the base yeai; Hhich 
The reason for this we now explain.we choose for making our estimates. 
··The estimation of a base year capital stock va
lue for the six major 
sectors may not be a problem, but the estimations of
 this variable for the 
twelve sub-branches of industry is. Consequently, our
 nelection of a _ba_se 
year is designed to facilitate our estimation for 
the sub-branches. Hith . 
respect to this problem there is no really satisfa
ctory solution•. Hm-~ever, 
there is one important factor which suggests that even
 substantial estimation 
.errors for the base year 1946 may be unimportant to th
e value of the capital 
· stock for_ the years after 1952--the years which a
re our principal concern. 
This factor is simply that, particularly in the bran
ches of industry, invest­
ment growth is so great that by 1952 it swamps a
ny errors .which are made 
Cur tactic then is to makein the initial capital stock values for 1946. 
very crude estimates for l'.)46 and rely on the rapid
 growth of investment 
·until 1952 to make our errors unimportant. For th
is reason we elect to use 
f946 ·as-our base year f.or estimating the capital sto
ck. - The growth of 
investment -after that date also tends -to m.:lke 
the replacement error induced 
by using Vinski 's estimates re lativc ly unimportant. 
11Ivo Vinski, Pro_c icrn Rastc1 Fi. ksnih Fondov~ Jttgos lavi je
 od 1':)l!-6 do 
' " T - ·• - e - • - ~ 1 ()(", ') ' ~ 1 () 1 
( 
Estimation of capita 1 stock for the branches of industry in ii;t:.6 is 
done by projecting bacl~~ards the average capital-output ratio for the years 
1963, 1964 and 1965 to .1946, and multiplying this fieure by estimates of 
output measured in 1966 prices for that year. This is an extremely ·crude 
procedure both because the capita 1-output ratio is not constant over the 20 
year period and because ad~quate regional data on real output is not available 
for 19l:-6, particularly· not for the autonomous provinces. A partial solution 
to the problem of changing capital output ratios is obtained by forcing our 
total for industry in 1%6 to be equal to Vinski I s. This is equivalent to 
assuming that the decrease for all.branches is the same as that for industry 
as a whole. The absence of satisfactory output statistics for the period 
before 1952 causes us to use ~ndcxes of real physical product as proxies for 
a true index of social product. Some measure of the crudeness of the:,e 
. two· procedures may be obtained by comparing our unconstrained original 
estimates with the Vinski total for Yugoslav industry in 1946 (after adjust-
) 
ment to 1966 prices). Our original estimates are 62 % of the Vinski esti-
mates for 1946. The fact that our estimates are below Vinski I s is consistent 
of the observation that over the entire 20 year period the Yugoslav capital 
output ratio has fallen. Therefore, it is appropriate to look upon our 
correction of this figure to the Vinski tota 1 as a correction for the 
decrease in the capital-output ratio. AlthouBh we present our initial capital 
stock estimates for 1946 to the critical view of scholars, in order to em­
phasize the crudity of the early period estimates, we do not present capita 1 
stock estimates for the period 1947-1951. After 1952 it is judged that the 
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Ct.1•ITAL loU80 l~'J!:i8 15878. 15891 16021 16169 16609 17064 17478 17856 .. 183114 lfl865 19659 2CC20 20536 
f-. (.l I If>t-,!:.~lT .6070 67::lO 65s·3 6598 6698 6816 7078 7364 7597 7828 8090 .•.·. 8361 8835 9151 9609 
Vl,LLH:: A.:1DE::O 1145 1231 1425 1641 . · 1755 2022 2212 2395 2779 2878 3098 3406 3696 3853 39 1,0 
r r': : I •••~--:r1t1lti , .. 
19~2 l'.!53 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 · t 1962 1963 1964 1965 l'Jf>o 
Lr::C'I/ 6~iJ93 o:~ ..~so · 68629 69762 70.905 75126 . : 79741 , 85569 91298 96819 l:02084 101686 110161 112383 112700 
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. Ef',iH•:.;t:rJT ~~l.13 ~:293 5141 5041 5121 5391 5553 5802 . 6086 • .- 6336 6563 6711 7114 7339 7610 
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CM'l T,;L ~)339 ~jl4 52135 5348 5549 5888 60371 6411 6918 7379 7656 7854 1}041 P.106 8277 
u~u l P:•i::.MT 2159 2090 203::i 2014 2109 2336 2399' 2564 2757 2911 3056 3103 3328 3406 3531 
VIILUi::. MJl,ED 415 ~01 469 577 603 658 721 848 1003 1085 1125 1188 1308 1373 1506 
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1952 1 '.'53 1954 · 1955 1956 .. 1957 195,S 1959 1960 ' 1961" 1962 1963 1964' 196'5 1966 
LA!>OH 3o!.)61 jlt/il7 36503 36433 37063 39661 42230 · ,45494 47154 49570 51453 49729 55031 ' 55693 56700 
CIIPIT/1.L ,1-/47 !.l /16 8650 8618 8579 8614 8780 '9009 9299 9610 9813 9913 10498 ' 10902 11250 
EOUIPlJ.EtJT .,;343 32'.)3 3108 3026 3012 3055· 3155 3239 3329 3425 · 3506 3528 3786 3934 4079 
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l 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 19614- 19(,5 19116 
' L,'\1~uH 73796 79.344 87683 109685. 120591 136747 1544~5 171568 192729 t 213476 215683 209015 220330 214605 177851 
~i ., C/\l'lTAL 592 613 660 701 736 792 852 955 1096 1235 1363 1511 1693 1803 1926 
I 
: fQUlPI-\U·JT 350 .363 387 410 430 462 503 573 665 7Lf9 
823 921 101m ' 1118 1207 
VA:...UC: /\0(,EO 878 92-; 1034 1285 1417 1615 1845 2054 2270 2539 2573 2767 3153 :.DOD 3309 .' 1-:01:TH 
-;' .~ . 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1%5 1S66 
j L ,\: ',L1i< 39760 45165 50500 60694 66914 74591 84763 96408 107962 119978 118825 , 117107 123625 120403 9610n 
_, 891i 990 10 1♦ 9 1117C!d'IT/,L 349 358 392 416 437 468 505 562 647 734 806 . f f'U l Pr,,C:l'IT 211 214 232 245 256 275 302 345 400 454' 492 51+0 608 651 695 ;i , I 
!. V :, LU:: /111UE0 !.>06 583 657 . 801 I 873 97~ · 1089 1228 1366 1538 1-536 1598 1813 1913 1904 .. -
~- t'•u TIi , ..' 
1952 1')53 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 ~- 1962 1963 1961{ 1%5 19(,6~ 
L,,;,(),~ 34036 jl; 179 •. 37163" 48991 53677 62156 69672 75160 84767 93498 _· 96ifsa 919013 96705 94202 Bl 71,3 
j U!'l Ti1L 2lf3 255 268 285 300 324 348 393 4~0 501 558 618 703 754 eon 
I. Cl I if•r:£1 JT 140 149 155 165 174 186 201. 228 265 • \". 295 330 373 432 467 512] 
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S[l<!H>. PHOPER 
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19~2 l'J53 .195!J: 1955 1956 1957 . 1958 1959 •1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 
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C,'\l'I TAL 163 168 173 179 183 198 208 224 250 274 304 328 371 390 407 
EOUIPl".iflT 97 100 102 106 . 108 115 122 134 153 168. 186 203 233 21.JG 261 
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110J\Ti1 
1959 1960 1 -1961 1962 19631 1961~ 19 55 I 1%
6
l'J52 1')53 1954 1955 1956 1957 
1 1958 1 
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1960 1961 
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1 1956' 
19002~ .216842 2263-58 226901 242569 "241015 
25?.[HJ 0 
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2838 , 3124 3536 t -4072 , · 4723 5559 6420 7467CM'\Tt,L 2217 2.:.&3 2602 865 ,967 I 1108 1303. 1557 1846 1 2096 '2
363 i
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O ..113737 1.24fl00
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.YUGOSLAV~ROOUCTION STATISTICS,. . ' 
COAL AND 'COAL MINING 
1952 TO 1966 .•.,;, 
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YUGOSL.A~ PRObuc;noN STATISTICS, 1952 TO 1966 _,i:)• II , _1., ., ~ , • , , ' 






1964 1%5 196(,1956 !1.957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 19631952 1953 1954 1955 
20327 23368 23762 26275 29101 30771. 33512 32309 J36H
8' ' 36038 360011 : 
LJ\iiUl{ 14-(151 14197 16123 17758 13591, 14751, 1s·e1;2 17057:8335 8895 9398 10164 11159 12212 12954C!'.;'.i T,'\L 4!:i73 5650 6611 7675 7055 . 7698 8163 l)f\31,' 
:- ..:urFr-~[N1 . I 2002 2:366 3046 3602 3984 4338 4667 5165 . 5801 
6378 6709 
191f5 2103 · 2131 22~5'",
Vf,LUL ii:.,l)ED 399 465 530 617 · 727 · · 897 1051 1154 1156 
1459 1590 
•.
t,0!UH . 1%3 1961• 1-:ir,5 19(;•; ,·.1951, 
1· 
1956 1957 1958 1959 1%0 1961 1962 
' 
1952 1953 1955 
12236 12141 13549 1ll784 15Lf27 16554. 15[106 ,1
66')0 . 1·:•~so 172n•·); 
L,.._:~u!\ 71,&CJ 7804 ti975 10329 10673 60'?8 6352:·
3386 3666 4037 454-1 4955. 5157 51125 581
1•
(iil'l T/\L lu64 2204 2501 • 2837 3101 2733 2820 2937 .3123 32513 3•~ O\i: 
l <:U I !':-,:.:.MT ')0 l 1103 1261 · 1458 . · I· 1597 1
790 1979 2205 2534 1029 1006 1092'
v I\ u ,c :,DuE.D. 317 358 391 450 484 535 598 627 623 755 ...- , 814 995 
:',f,dTti l
i958 1959 1960 196i. .._,1962 1')63 196
1~ 1965 196(,,
19t.2 1953 19!:>4 1955 1956 1957 16503 16998 185£\8 lr.£\00 i 
f_ ,·.! •01 { 6562 ;_,393 7148 7429 9654 11132 11621 12726 14317 
15344 16958 
8939 971f3 1070 11: 
C,"·,!' l T ;\L 2713 :•,:146 · 4110 4838 5254. 5509 5732 6127 66113 
7256 7768 8169 
4575 4905 5'12!·,:2548 2687 2960 326'?,·. 3645 38139 4120; .":!.llj•:.:L:rr 1102 l48j 1785 21'-½4 • 2387 776 950 1074 1125 116J'.
\' ,.. Ll.;[. 1\LU!.:..D -u3 107 140 167 243 . 362 ,453 527 533 • 704 . ~ 
~,OUTH LESS 5!~'_iD!A Pi!UPti< 
I . I . I ·. 
1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1%3 19,,
1~ l ~:'t,5 196:, ·
19:)2 1'.J53 1954 • 1955 1956 1957 
6898 7663 . 84-65 8907 92fl'J 91¼95 1(3()3 10
110:).
L,\: :<.)i..: J:,34 -3576 3374 3992 4790 5454 6305 116(\12575 2773 2992 _3103 3226 3546 L;091C :,;>1 l /\L 1216 14-81 1704, 2004 2201 . 2284 2391' 
1303 1434 1569 1622 H,711 11314 20
111 23 11:·,:
r. 0U ! p:~:.:..r !T t.31 649 -765 925 1071 -1121 1186 597 66(. :
V ,\:_u;::_ A!ltli-:0 36 57 78 104 139 208 248 306 313 372 lf04 519 576 
~;f ,-::,1;:. PRoPE~ 
')53 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 i959. 1%0 1961 1962 1 <J[)j l 'Jc,L~ L<J65 
1';(,.-,
19:52 
(.\IJO.QL!'.:_;O~< .}l 713 Ul7 3774 3!;37 4664 5678 5316 5828 6454 6879 6051 7214 7503 8225 
~ ,... ;~ ! TAL 14'-)8 %5 2407 2834 3033 3225 3341 ,3553 3645 4261~ 4664 49q3 5393 5u:>3 6023 
,:·•Jl,':-.i..';T 070 b34 1020 1219 1316 1427 1501 1656 1833 2076 2267 245!~ 2762 2865 307<) i 
v r-Lut. ,.~,ut::o 47 50 62 b3 104 154 .205 221 220 332 371 431 490 527 4'J7 ..;I 
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. YUGOSLAV PRODUCTION :S;TATISTICS, .1952., TO 1966 
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i.':..1S2 l '.•:33 19!.i!f 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 '1963 1964 1%5 1%6 
Lt i 1~1·.;, l ::•.64 t <;;,77 24877 29199 31843 34615 40163 4123!, 45599 44212 458£;3 47589 52558 5L}369 50500 
cr;•iT/\L lilf2 i,74 908 %5 1069 1208 1334 11157 15'+7 1628 1689 1790 1893 1906 2031 
r.r.u1,,:,;U-lT if24 1: .59 454 4(!6 539 627 692 771 '826 891 938 1017 1088 11L;7 121:.. 
V.'\!._t.i~ ,tDl,i.U 1i71 •:65 577 584 651 690 791 704 759 746 727 931 1184 136·1 1!;06 
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YlJi.;OSI..AV PRO!lt,JCTION 1ST/\;t"IST:t~S, 1952 TO 1966 
• • 
o' <~•, O. ~-'. I 1111, . • 
TEXTILES AND Cl..OTH°ING .~· -~-
1962' 1963 1961} 19,:,5 1c;,;6.=··:,.:s 1954 1955, 19~6. 1957' · 1958 · 1959 1960 1961 
~, ,! ' ': -'~ 87693 102440 106429 11,5622 l28Ll14 136513 146522 155044 11011i2 181799" 19557
1· 1;?_:.. 717 441:A2 
;:, 1(-:, ,: 
~;. I l 2207 2233 2331 2444 2562 2679 303t;. 3520 3992 4399 4805 - ·•--' 1733 
1627 1699 1950 2296 2636 2956 33H, 1671 1219: ·,\() 1354 1400 1435 1529 
3527 3947 2525 907• I "L-
J......J:.) 1510 171½8 1784 2051 2204 2385 2713 2805 3159 
1958 19!59 · 1960 1961 1%2 1963 196
1¼ 1965 1%6
1·•:13 !951~ 19:i5 1956 1957 
.' ti 71036 73239 78169 85123 89085 93588 96863 1038137 l08
940 115996 2G77'H 1233CO:;::,:_1. 0 62045 49·):. 2514
1397 ,1407 1468 156'-l- 1597 1711 1807 2003 
22-28 2371
1 /i::.5 1374 1390 11t99 1623 3t.;.:~3 1745
• . ,lf_ 861 870 869 91t;. 1002 1026 1108 1242 .. 2480 4152 2667
,t ,: 1 0 1203 1374 1368 1535 1587· 1713 1926 1881 
2099 2244 
l':J(,5 1CJ(,6
1956 1957, · 1958 ,1959 1960 1961 1962 
.1%3 !%4
t ·-~ )3 1954 1955 44GDO
~'.) ·,. \(, 2561f8 31404 33190 37453 43291 47420 5293
4 5(\181 66855 . 72859 79875 8602
11 
sen1323 1633 1908 2171 2434 2569 
.; . :) 1333 886 924 977, 993 1081 1457 1693 ln12. 633,..:, t.;.93 5:51 566 615 62lt 672 Bli-2 1054 1246 005 1,787 924 1060 1283 1459 1627._-,_~ 307 374 416 516 617 672 
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1957 1958 1959" 1960 1961 196_2 
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_;:)2 j ,_,:,3 1954 1955 . 1956 1Q57 1958 19~9 1960 1961 1962 .1963 1%1+ 1%~ 1%61 129174 131~3 113 13~;466 130')00J Lr-, .~.;i: :, -:-;e ~-· ·. ·.;;3 3687 43630 46267 .5470 85564 .96503 108121+ 113259 123211
J C,•.;; 11 /\L .·,,·79 :::.,:)2 481+ 1283 1237 555 2459 2528 2659 2£134 2995 317
1f 3365 ,~,47g 3574
i 1481 1610 1739 1829 1902:~;. Cf: .1; (-lr~i~:i; r ,t;5/l l'._t:.iO 234. 540 543 276 1129 1175 1265 1375 
.-1 V ~·,t..u:.. ;\t':Ll~O ., 13 · i•;7 49 443 465. 60 , 9oa 1185 1333 1421 1590 1762 2036 ·
 2140 2202 
I •~1;;: n r1
l l Cl C,1962 ,1%3 19611 19,~5j J ~.'~2 J. •) :.~3 19:>4 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 
,uO 
663[,2 6tlH1 6J1,S·5 65E\i10j L:.::, ·:: ;-. ,'t: 2.9 ;'.,:. <:9 275u8 72513. 76649 49034 52123 57141 62861 64410 67979 
1367 1416 1470 1525 1•590 1660 1709 17~41 CI-!': r;\L \ '.:43 .l_.. '. :51 1074 2362 2368 1329 133:+ 
599 635 671 709 756 BC4 8 115 oes
·1 Lt!t 11 P:-1:.:r-~r ~A3 '.d6 522 1064 ,106
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1961 1962 1%3 1%t;: 1965 1%6• i.•)52 .:.·.:53 '1954 19:>5 1956 .1957 1953 1959 1960 
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~; LtI:l1:i ;:.:.:i69 .,::,,; -:, 7 2221+2 28Uo3 303<32 32171+ 3341+1 
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:, C/~;>l 71\L !.~j6 .:24 513 1079 1081 1100 1124 1161 
1243 1363 1Lf69 1584 17C5 1771 lc?.0 
• _...JQEr,u1,•,.::.:r11 :,15 r,-z ,- . 228 521.+ 526 540 554- 576 630 705 772 854 935 . 9C4 1016 
375 
I 
447 536 641 661 699 .608 965· 1008 1067~- V/,LU::;: Mj~i;'.D 2.'JO :~08 337 378 360 
..., SOUi1f LESS SEnr I/'. ,PR()i-':.:,!, 
I (. ~~..
-- l.•)52 1.·.·33 19:>4 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1%1 1962 1963 196'+ 196;5 l9S6 
. ~ L. :\:_., ~n 1 c;:; 'I 1 ::.·,,_':>4 44875 4670 24912 25968 26522 30615 349% 36741 38650 46374 1~7648 49630 49400, • ? 
"': Ct,t•l f ,\L :,3~ : u:il 1274 538 489 481 l+72 467 472 487 508 5Lt-0 569 591 OJ.-
'1 EMJlP:-:usr ::!1,6 '. ,ll ► 54u 265 213 208 201 199 206 217 234 260 2e2 301 318 
. 
B',.. Vf,c. UL ,\(J:..iC:D • 2:.il Y:,7 365 50 300 304 359 429 503 51S 515 591. 730 773 .. o 
..r.,, S[i,:.ilA PHJPER 
19(,3 1%4 19(,5 19()(.,;_,' 1')52 1953 1954 1955 l '956 · 1957 1953 1959 1960 1%1 1962 171:.21, 17~Al 1571)0I LA~~'.. .:~{ .'.,•)2,'3 7;~ 1.53 531,6 24213 81253 6206 6919 8747 · 10317 12103 16574 1591",,.,-~ . !~ :itJ 2:.;.29 584 619 663 7:C,0 31,:3 9J5 lOl'J llJ.2 lE,7 111\6CM' 1-7/\L 23 1W 520 502
v [c,urp;:,UJT ;:.:24 \062 253 220 1108 297 3J.9 31f5 394 Lv59 510 563 6,W 661 
676.l 1c,5 lu4 2H, 23::; 2~·.5 2s1
















YUGOS.Ll\V 1->RODUCTIO!'J STA!TI,STICS, 1952 TO 1966 ~-
I - PAPt::R PRI!IITING AND PUBLI5 MI NCtI
l 
.,I,.. 19~7 · 1958 -1959 1%0 1961 
1962 1963 19611- FJ65 1%6 
.. :,:"'! 1954 1955 1956. 50943'. 56721 · 63!.i37' (.°/")40 o0iiOO36421 11-0771 45355 54157
.ld·.1.;.\ 1 ·. ; :., ,: I ;_; ; i 2:3110 261132 29525 32200 .. 3592 3Jf7 110:37. •. 1356 llf76 1626 1868 2134 2651 3160: t~ ! ' l ~- 1\ !.... -, ·:-~. ' -:1 1080 1173 1229 
838 935 101,9 1243 1431 1779 2
146 ' 2 1;.79 2650 2fl.3l} 
·,-.,L, i..-.-.-~~:JT ··:..!! :~ -~ .; 642 700 749 1424' 1730 19::,5 20:+1 
r;. :.t :.: :~i.1:Jf..0 . :,9 .; ;., :no 494 627 704 773 836 1056 
1204 1290 
.U~, ;° d 
. 1962 1%3 1961~ l'J6t 1%61958 1959 1960 1961j ,_.:)2. i. ,:, ·;.:i 1954 1955 1956 1957 31l-299 · · .. 3616~ 36f~(1020821 2254-7 25023 27367 . 2945'1- . 30772l~): 1 1, 1.? :_? ~- .: 13975 15766 17396 19141 931 1163 142-3 1622 1,:,93 17 ~~a 
., i•.1 552 5i.l6 593 627 649 708 811 12.50
;.: •~'I• 
! :t-~•iif,~- .; Ji• ,.-, .... 370 392 431 504 595 748 .. 939 11G7 116'-J::,:,·,: :_:;r • --~ ·1 318 336 346 920 10s:~ lC<JS,. -·~• •.#. ,II j 43:; 459 531 653 725 755 




; , . ·• ... 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1%~ 1%4 19
65 
l '.-:,~ .-.,.JI 19:;4 1955, 1956 1957 .25') 1;9 29238 31772 32600J,
' 13059. ;5600· 18,224 20332· 23576 2'+703 
~ . l, l •:. ;~:: ·,: Dt li,•::;·., 9135 10666 12129 1970 . 2:.19 2249 
... ' ~ .. \ 636 729 I 827 918 1057 1203 
1488 1737 
,i lq • .i ,,._ ,, 1:, ': ,' l 528 5c37 836 1031 12.08 1372 -llf Bl 15t14 
:::~J j p;.1!:J ~T - ;d3 ~:~ ; ~) 324 364 403 Lr68 544 618
 739 
565 670 810 830 945 
! • ,.,Li.)~ /\!..1UE.!~ .' ,!.O j_;~') 121 153 229 273 338 
428 525 552 
t •'
, ::.o:.;-: :i L[S~ SER£.; 0,, i'~O?: :·: <'~r
1%2 1963 1964 1965 19661S59 1960 1961! '. !,) 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 11+001~ 14600: '.: :i~ 
570 1, 5886 6:i51 7380 8190 9878 102.02 10%4 
12599
.Ati(,;~ ,: . J'J ~•I: 3602 4710 49,e 5 1~4220 251, 309 390 458
·t•.Pi i .·d... : 1,3 .I.' l 1m 125 133 152 170 184 266 314 34.._ 372156 l78 219
:,;: I1! ··; :~J,ff ~0 64 70 83 97 115 125 272 308 321 ' 31,4 
-'f,L~=i: l,l:!H:.O ;_., , t 28 32 • 72 90 lCS 126 179. 194 214 
;~;-{i:IA PkOl'ER 
1 lJ6 1~ 1965 l'Jr>G
l "!)2 1 <,,.: 1_:,:'i 1954 1955· 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 19
61 1%2 1963 
7173 9049 10844 12142 1:1698 14501 14985 lU,39
 17768 inooo
--~~~C·!< l~ ~-: ~; 2, ~,{!:.,') 5533 5956 6425 
577 657 733 837 94S 1179 1347 1512 1621 17
05
-,-,;., l T,1L ;-~). 1 c.\'.7 411 462 Lf99 , ·-c 1211lf2':, 492 583 u:->-,;, 812 91,2 J.OSO ill;.0J.,. 320 ,-~ 230 302 346 358 352 397 502 55') : l'.LU!:: ,\t)l1t.~, i :_13 .: ; ; ~j 93 120 157 _o.:>
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.J :·1' : ·YUGOSLAV; PRODUCT I"?~ .STAT~~~ICS, 1952 TO 1966 ;t ;j 
} :LEATHER,~ ~UOBER~· ANO FoqptJg.Jl.iR ·, (·\ '! -S>: -1 





~ 19~2 1~53 1954 1955 1956 1957 i958 1959 1960 1961 19~! 1963 1964 L965 1966 
33154 36576 40358 42995 45462 48099 53701 53065 58200~ L/1.i,t)i{ t '•<.IU3 1•;1•.•::9 22493 24359. 26745 30263 
·: CA!'l i,\L lf~7 %5 483 493 495 510 559 . 639 747 818 892 1010 1122. 1209 1264 
f:l EClJH'1.-,L::.r-:T 272 U4 284 291 291 303 336 392 466 518 560 638 724 797 637 
398 451 519 554 621 761 810 862 ·1039 1268 1349 1476~ -> VtLUC AOUEO Jll ~~5 347• 
-~ NOHT1I 
1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1%5 1965,i )'.1::,2 l'..1:i3 1954 1955 1956 19·57 1958 1959 ,: 
19246 · 21430 · 23080 25186 26543. 28000 28234 30314 32138 346?.6 353()0 .l Li\l·,d 1:,Li::l 1 11·i,;!) 16320 17422 
322 341 386 435 465 511 S-74 639 6,l8 728 .- CJ\i'l T1\L ;271 ;~d2 298 309 310 
186 196 209 244 280 304 327 363 . 415 457 41:;6~ [OiHl':,;UJT 1G5 :._,.,9 178 186 
443 538 . 577 620 • 687 831 883 10221 V/d.liL~ ADL'ED . 2j6 232 265 290 335 379 395 
;
,; SOU I H ;. 
.1 
1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960· 1961 1%2 ·.1963 1961• 1965 1%6'~. ;,~~2 l'.l'.i3 1954 
6173 6937 7499. 8833 10074 11390 13815 1'1-995 17228 17785 21563 231t:39 22900J U,i:•,.( 1i/.;:j2 i,(:;.4 
218 253 312 353 38;1 436 483 521 536C.~;•~ i ,'.L li:l5 .! ;,3 185 184 185 188 
127 148 186 214 23;4 275 309 340 3 1~9::l CC..Jl;,1.-,E.NT lu7 .lil5 106 105 105 107 
178 223 233 · 24~ 352 437 466 454,~ VALUE ADG~O 76 G2 82 101 116 140 159 
.J SOUTrt LESS. SERfl; ., PROl-'EI{ • '.. I ' 
(~J 
1960 1961 1962 1963 .1964 lCJf.S 1%6".t 1952 l•)~i3 1954 1955 1956 1957 1950 1959 
2109 2284 2542 2970 3402 4200 5290 6667 7134 8868 10C53 9700 ~ L/liiOit J7;!.7 liitd 1922 
i CM•I rAL n 77-.. 81 82 05 07 107 130 150 165 178 201 227 250 259 · 1 
106 115 131~ 152 171 178 . } EOUI1•;•:i:I-IT --- 1,4 114 --47 47 49 51 65 81 961 Vf,Llii.:: /,110l;J) 11 11 15 20 25 30. 35 51 64 57 110 148 - 165 16523 : ii SErm ! ;\ PIWPER 
1· 
1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966J · 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 
4251 4828 5215 ·6291 7104 791}8 9615 9705 1056i 10651 12695 133El6 13200 ··:.1 L/1!1Oi< :.H:i5 3326 
:} CW!Ti\L 108 106 103 101 100 101 111. ,123 161 168 203 235 256 272 27i ·,, 
56 62 
1 
67 90 108 119 141 157 169 171i [CUIP:-,CNT 63 62 59 57 56 
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YUGOSl.AV PRODUC,:IO.~ STATISTICS, 1952 TO! 1966 : .~::J _s,
(r-STONE, cCiY, ANO~~l.ASS f:. 1.,),,, 
. ) 
1960 1961 1962 196:S 1961~ \%5 19
r',6 
19!.>2 1'JS3 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 · 1959 104676 10%61 113019 108100100550 110101 107406
Lt.t•tJ:< ~>UO l••·•l•G2 69106 76962 76700 
83454 · 90163 93797 
3374 3730 3965 4173 4399 4562 4753 
Cfd>Jrt,L ;~ l 3'• ;:.\:~GO 2656 2807 2896 29
58 3004 3110 
1952 2193 2359 2524 2686 2800 2929
 
[CiUH•1-;i:.MT 1122 uJa 1449 1557 1614 1653 1683 1765 1209 1280 1355 1545 H\16 1915 1999875 964 1070
'J :,1_l:t.: :.DUEO . :,j8 .::iii6 664 724 740 ,·'' 
t:OHl 11 •
19 ·,s 19(,6 
.'
1960 1961 1962 • 1963 196
1~ '
1%2 .t ') !J3 1954 .. 19~5 1956 1957 1950 1
959 
52836 50926 49747 52553 51•6 79 51480 ,•·
~- 1': ~L-'!{ 311"/'/8 ~~ ...~~: 05 390·41 42559 42754 44822 
47254 48995 51279 
1787 1esu "1991 2107 2174 22?.! 
c:.i'l T/,l. 971 1111 1196 1266. 1319 1356 13
95 1477 1619 
1117 1191 1272 1356 14;~0 1
11::3 t 
,:,.5 7 6/J5 T•' 772 791 817 885 990, ,-:u11<-:D1T :>',2 -o 698 708 742" 841 979 997 1000
v;·,L_U~ ,iC.10C:D .:s~5 ,:',S/3 447 472 457 522 535 6
26 
::.ou1:1 
1959 1960 1961. 1962 .19~3 1964 1965 1966 
~ 'J!.>2 1\,j3 1951¼ 1955 1956 1957 1958 54929 5710!3 51\31.! 0 5;:,700
L/\~;,)h i! ::j~2 ;._;.,,,_ 7 30065 34403 33946 38632 42909 44802 49271 
57265 564eO 
2292 2.3{'.8 2532
Cf,;•: rt,L ; 163 l :'.,~, 7 1459 1541 1577 1602 1609 1633 1755 
1943 2077 2182 
843 861 ,866 880 963 1076 1169 1252 1330 
1400 1506
t:<,dll'J.lE!iT '.J,..11 i'1ll 764 821 838 917 999
v;~UJE r.r:,o:::o li;3 ~9.3 217 253 28.3 352 430 444 511 572 61
3 70 1+ 
('."-~.OU111 LCSS SEH!:. ,\_ PFWl'f f, 
19f.~ 1966 i·1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964i 1;j2 .t :::i3 19!)4 1955 1956 1957 1958 26239 26450 269<J.3 2640017290 19492 2109:5 23835 27272 27249U.Lvi, j t!:).:i6 1:•.111 14274 15643 15147 862 954 1013 1062 1100 1137 · llfl9 '!
U,:'l TAL . i,36 ·139 705 809 800 805 
806 816 
6\)0 634 665 691 731 I490 549 I
[r:U Ii ·:.:Er !T ...~ .. ~3 J')4 426 4 1l-9 442 449 449 4~0
 
232 255· 294 336 381 399100 • 104 121.j. 156. 189 214 
I 
Vt.Lu;::. r.f)u~D 67 B3 87 ' 
Si:.[{;j 1,\ P!<OPER
.i
] 1960 1%1' 1962! 1963 1961• 1965 1%61956 1957 1958 1959
' 19:;2 lLJ53 1954 1955
 
21342 23417 237Q9 25436 29993 2923J' 28690 306513 
3131!7 30300 
L/:::0:i 117')(, lJ~):J5 15791 18760 18799 1191 1250 13<+2777 797 1303 818 893 %9 105 1121C/..l_' 1 i:r1L S::!.7 ..,1.u 674 732 472 526 56,a 618 665 709 775 
i. r,v r l 'i-1!:.!~T 24S ~~o 1 33S 372 401 412 417 423 502 537 601229 27~ ·255 297 340 350 410! 'I f,Ll.JE i\DOE.O % 1.05 130 153 179..
.,., 
, .. 
I •••.. ' ,.,.,,,,, I 't -·.
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1957 11958 1~59 1960 1961 19~~ ;1963 J1952' 1953 1954" 1955· 1956 7i942




.j 22172 2~037 27157 4875 5670 556.Ji~~ ;-1426 8130
;!303 2u!38 3144 3084 3677 429 4931 545836136 
. 3904 40~1 . ~166 4415 6~~ 




E◊Ulf->j-,,jENT 1655 18,13 2296 ~717
561 673 766 926 1060 1272 · 1479:l V,\i..UE ADDEO 422 1¼67 ' I I .
I,J flOiHH f ·, 
• 1963 19641957 '1958 1959 1960 1961 :1962
! ~ 1952 1953 19.54 1955 1956 32438 36644 . '4253627789 31122 31002l L,,;j1.)H 111272 10364 17091~ 19034 20485 22070 24190 2fl2B 2815 3408 406~ "4661 5123j CM'l TIIL 1661 1771 18~1 1922 1926 2054 2161 1397 1691 2101 259.9 . ,3015 3336i ,EC:UlPi-lEIJT e:34 . 938 1000 1053 1067 1142 1206 923 1044 1188" 1463. 17!?6391 597 661~ ?791 \'/ILUC: ADDED 277 306 384 448 
J '
-~ so;.HH i 1tj63. 1964
l<J52 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 
1961 1196~ 
25469 . 29406
Lf\iiOH 7900 tl673 10063 1191JB 13838 16201 18928 ,
20876 22002 22576 2317FJ 
3006~ 6112 917 1264 "· 1765 1978 2027 2005 1986 2060 2262 248~ 2765C/\l'lTI\L 
1321· 1321 1335 1393 1576 169p 1916 2122[(:1Jrrr-iENT ·.H7 ~73 803 1156 1275 9611 329 396 493 555 612 699 833Vf\t.UE t100EO 1114 162 177 225 375 
ll SOUTH L[SS S.ERBlA, PROPt.R . 
1%2 1~53 1954 1955 I 1956- 1957 195d 1959 i960 1961 19
62 1963 1964 
.· 6187 6746 6279 7402 7831 8532 8857 . 10247 11840"j L/liJOH J5 1♦ 6 3f>52 4270 5381+ . 
CM'l TAL Hl l 209 349 811 I 1015 1074 1065 1024 1004 10
07 1023 1090 1210
j 133 211 537 661 706 711 704 713 747 755 798 007EOUIPF,EMT 109 260 ,340I VALUE ADOt::O 66 76 68 100 · 219 142 150 168 1S5 221 245
.j SEIWIA P!WPER Ii ; 
1959 1960 1961 196,2 1963 19641'J5? 1953 1954' 1955 1956 1957 1958 
i5222 17566i LA:101~ '♦ 354 41321 5793 6604 7651 9455 12649 13474 14·171 140 1i4 14322 
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YUGOSLAV -PRODUCTION STATISTICS, 1952 TO. 1966 _. r -, 
I·:n ,.
I lMETAL USING .•. ':t.,· 
. I,r- • ! - I I• 
I',. i '' ·: ·1-
1952 l'J53 19!:>4 1955 - 1956 1957 '1958 i959 1960 1961 196~ 1963 1964 1965 1%6 
L/\llOI< 101158 -lJ ;_<) 110 129334 145059 152653 167754 189018 205487 · 230646 250532 256775 279415 316221 332765 324200 
c,wIT,iL .:.',!)22 !Jd7l 4174 41105. 4529, 4833 5123 5342 5639 6130 6853 7677 13710 9275 <)[136 
3299 3507 3663 4434 5089 5911 6342 6766tnurP:•itJ,.;T ·_ ,!143 :~..i23 2484 2597 2680 -2884· 3123 
Vt.LUC:. M>DEO · 1195 l:130 1774 2017 2217 2~15 3304· 3840 4547 4777 4916 5847 7160 7588 7032 :1 
t-l0i<TII ,, . 
l'.J:l2 I •)53 1954 1955 1956 1957. 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1°,,6 
L,\,•.01{ 5 11471 t-,\):'.,69 69S67 77610 81306 89043 913229 107214 l20 1t4l 130560 135299 149012 -166519 172573 16L,<j0Q 
Cl\i'lff,L l':iB2 2121 22.36 2321 2351 21+55 2561 2638 2749 2922 3170 •3502 3929' 4'.i.40 1l305 
'.:.ClUIPMGJT 1250 U16 1378 1400 1414 1485 -1566 1627 1717. 1658 2051 2307 2628 2"/79 2905 
VM.:U,: illlOEO 719 'JOl 1064 1186 1242 1566 1752 1978' 2333 2565 2598 3116 3722 3815 3896 
SOUTH 
I 
1%2 1953 1954 · 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 '1962 '1963' 1964 1965 1966 
L flfH.ii, 4 (:,:',B 7 !>1::571 59767 67249 71347 78711 · 98273 110205 119972 121476 130LIP3 149702 160192 159300 
9g~~~'C/\!' IT AL l:j:,') 1750 1938 20ll4 2178 2377 2704 2891 3208 3683 '1175 4781 • 5135 5531 
;::ourP:-iUJT [l'J3 1007 1106 1197 1266 1399 1551 1672 1789 2005 238~ -21a2 32133 3~;63 3C6l 
Vf,LUE ADDEO Ll76 G29 710 830 975 1249 1552' 1863· 2215 2213 2318 2731 3438 3773' 3936 ;1 
SOUTII LESS SERBIA PHOl'LH ; 
I 
1966 -; .-1CJS2 l':.153 1954 1955 
1 
1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1%5· 
L/\U01< 1~790 111:3ol 16840 19003 20552 24389 27738 28433 33511 35272 36319 38013 411262 49597 50500 ;- ·:, ., 
2n1rn 3164 3365 3611 ,·C/\1' IT t,L <Jo5 1160 1282 1337, 1371 1524 1668 1786 1925 2171 2529 
25111[OUil'M[NT ~19 u29 699 71.tO 768 869 995 1092 1176 : 1349 1638 1905 2161 2318 
426 480 594 602 730 950 1188 1212VALUE ADDEO 124 160 176 189 231 307 355 .,,, 
SEl-!BIA rROPE:R . 
1%4 1%5 1966 t :.~1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 19631')52 1953 19o4 1955 ."[
63051' ' 69840 76694 84700 8515( 92390 1051140 110595 108800 LMJOH ~,2o97 36710 42927 48246 50795 54322 1920 • 
656 748 807 853 894: 918 965 1037 . 1155 1327 1617 
1770 --~ 
C/\f'l TAL 075 ~90 656 746 877 1122 1244 1347 ~530 501·. 580 61:5EQU!i'MENT 374 -!)79 407 457 499 J-- 744 942 1197' 1437 1735 1619 1716' 2001 2 1HH3 2085 2725 -..VALUE ADDEO 351 LJo9 534 641 
~ ., : ,, 
-
.. ·-······-···~. -· .. ,, 
I I 
,. . - -- -~'l . • . ~ ·. 
I:': I . l: ,,, 
~ 
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~ ......... I ~·:. . ,! 
.'.j ·META~ MAKING 
~ ; I .\.' 
f4 I· 
I ,;j . ' 1954 1955 1956 1957 1956 1959 1960 1961 1962 ,1963 1964 1965 19661952 1953 
950 1~9 98194 99700 . 7640(~ 77908·- 83658 86868 .89077. 91446 90596 89910 917625'.H06 . · 63038 66513 ·1
Lfll1v1< 9179 9175 9221 9253 9358 9541 10006 11011 12302 13302 14467 , CM'ITAL 6007 7354 8296 8884 5859 6690 7747 8579 9475 ; lQUlPl-ilNT J440 4jil3 5031 5374 551;7 54'54 5426 5388 5444 5578 





1957 1958 1959 ~960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 19fi6'.~ 1Y52 1953 · 1954 1955 1956 341~00 
-, L' ·v·' ; 19922 23205 27178 28024 29762 · 30906 30751 31632 31227 31030 31639 33119 33662 -:j ,,l ·, " 21134 2659 2606 2610 _ . 2826 3156 3527. 3652 3720CM-'l TAL . 21!.>5 2522 2737 2852 2868 2806 2741•1 2459 25191788 1737 ·1687 1624 1566 1599 1755 2018 2345 ~; E.Clllr'MC::NT lJ19 1562 1710 1169 . 989 1149 1116781 934 960 920 950;~ VAL.UE ADDED ~ 367 1t2l 473 545 729 622 702 
I •·, 
., SOUTH ,... 
'\ ,,
J 1952 1953 °1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960· 1961 ~' 1962 1963 1964 1965 lW,6 ~5300~i L/'.1_10H 3Y lcl4 4 l '-JLl4 43248 49226 49804. 53896 55962 58326 59814 59371 58860 60123 61930 64532 
:· ·' CAPi TI\L jQS2 4il33 5S60 6032 6311 -.• 6369 6480 6594 6752 . 6931 nab 7855 8775 9650 10739 • 6120 6956 
1.447 1691 1815 1984 2087, 22C8-
J E'llllP11,[tlT- 2121 2a21 3321 3605 3759 3727 3738 . 3764 3858 . ·.,, 3979 4104 -4672 5402 
.J V,\LUE. ADUt.P 501 513 576 779 741 1093 12.l-5 1267· 1414 · i SOUTH LCS$ SE!if-\ l A PROP.E.R 
•1 1952 19:53 -1954 1955 1956 1957 ,.1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 -1963 1964 1965• 1966 
!i~ LA,\Olt 2!.i':J 1t4 26ll24 27922 32876 34613 38159 40617 41842 42904 42925 42177 42289 113664 45905 46000 
CM-•1·1i.L 1191 11iu7 1534 1583 1612 1647 1750' 1916 2133 2294 2377 2496 2612 2743 2970 ~ [O.J I ,·•:.,Ct:i S98 7.:i5 616 841 846 833 859 948 1105 1234 1323 1439 1541 16 1+0 lf\30 J 1409,~ VI\L UC: i\[)lJE.O 260 21.12 309 407 308 545 566 641 771 864 1023 1113 1179 1261 
-;_
,;j' SEIW l A PkOPER 
-.! 
19661952 1')53 1954 1955 1956 1957 i958. 1959 1960 1961" 1962 1963 1964 1965 
16910 16446 1670~ 17834 . 18266 16627 19300j LAl.lOR l.:i.:!40 15UBO 15326 16350 15271 15737 15345 16484) l c r,P IT.AL 2obl 3425 4026 4449 4699 4722 4730 4677 4619 '-t637 4803 5359 6163 6907 77n9 
2744 2702 3233 31361 4472 5126 ~ E OU l Pf-i!:.1-JT 1S23 2Ui:!6 __ 2505 2764 2913 2894 2879 2816 2754 
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.:i . ,·.,._ ,. YUGOSL.A~ ~ROOUCTI~N s_~ATISTICS_, 7952 -:ro 1966 . ;~ ! ~~ 
l 1 1_' ••• '-,.. MISCEL. LA~EOUS . ~ • ~ c:, . ull • : · '.) !, ~ ·- L· ! 1 i ! , 1. 
1 
;l j ,I I 
~ 1952 . 1953 1954 1tj55 1956 1957 1~5S ·1~59 1960 1961 1962 .1963 1964 1955 1966
J L/\BOH 19260 1%'~8 20431 21747 24439- 26830 29679i · 30798. 32519 36197 36740 37225 36257 36241 34000 
~ CAPITAL 144 178 299 546 828 925 1136 1288 1528 1728 1861 1942 2053 2144 220~ 
~ EflUll'i•lEMT 'J7 130 216 448 · 720 805 1005 1146 1369 1546 1655 1717 1780 1041 1870
1 VftLUE ADDED 283 283 283 311 326~ 368 45ij 495 " 469 580 679 866 817 974 1049 
~ t!O,{TH i: 
~ 1952 1953 · 1954 1955 1956 i957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 
~ LAt,OR 16197 16329 16567 17684 18570 20846 23266 24164 25403 27525 27225 26384 27767 28245 26300 
· OPITAL 51 52 lOS · 160 268 313 .· 415 501 600 660 ~. 713 n8 845 913 967 
1 EOLJIPMlNT 35 36 62 103 207 245 1 339 414 501 549 587 635 667 712 742
·1 V;1LUt: ,'iDDl::O · • 2lt4 235 226 245 255 292 i 355 ~05 ,414 483 553 · 708 667 779 861 
1 s (h.J r11 , 1 i : ·I , •·. 
I . . I ••• 
~ I . . 
; 19s2 1953 1954 1955 • 1956 1951 19s~ . 19s9 1960 1961 ~- 1982 1963 1964 1965 1%6 
;. U.1101{ 3063.. 3:>19 3864 4063 5869 5964 6413 6634 . 7116 8672 95l5 8841 8490 7995 7700 
¾ Ci\i'l li\L 93 126 190 31:l5 .560 .• 612. 720 1,B7 1928 . 1069 1148 1165 1208 • 1232 1237 
• C"Olllr-'~:E.MT 62 95 154 345 513 560 . 668 732 868 • ,· 997 . 1069 1082 1113 1128 112f! 
.l VALU[ Ar.DEO J9 '+8 57 66 7l 75 • i 1 99 . 190 55 ., , 97 ' 126 158 150 194 ,100 i SOUTH LESS SERBIA PROPER 'I . i. I , J::_.":,. 
p. • i :, .. • 
~ 1952 1953 1954 1955 '1956 1957 ..1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 
li L,'\!_j(,!{ 972 1264 1370 1543 2254 2420 , 2404. 2498 . 3112 3265 3860 3729 3723 3302 3200
~i CM-'l TAL 43 47 911 279 418 405: 483 , 530' 615 687 713 709 720 718 725 
ij EOUil-'1':E;.MT 15 18 62 250 382 36~ 4Ll5 490 571 637 657 654 657 653 657 
~ Vf,LlJ::.. M>LJ!;.O 8 10 15 17 22 25 !9 29 .20 : · 34 51 . 56 41 59 55 
I SEH!J IA PHOPER 
◄
f 1952 l953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1-960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 
~ L/\d!JH 2091 2.!55 2494 2520 3615 356lf 4009 4i36 4004 5407 5655 5112 ; 4767. 4693 4500 
·~ CAPITAL . 50 _ 79 101 106 143 208 2.38 257 · 313 382 435 456 488 513 513
l (OUll-'MENT · - 47 . 76 92 95 131 193 22~ 242 · 297 360 4'i1 ~28 457 475 471 
f Vf,LUE ,'\DOEO 32 38 42 49 49 SQ 60 61 35 63 75 102 108 135 133 
, , -~ , ·····-··· .... .. . . . ' . . .. •·•-·. 
1 / 
. · t : '! '::! ! j ........,...... 
•-::'__:~--~ -~ -~-~---. . -• •-~- .. ··•· • . •..,,. ~.':. '~,.~~=~c ,. '" ..~;~~-• !; 
